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Message from Chairman
This CSR repor t provides
everyone with the opportunity to
learn more about Evergreen Marine's
thoughts and practices on corporate
social responsibility.
Since its founding in 1968,
Evergreen Marine has embraced the
business philosophy of "Integrity in
business, caring for employees and
giving back to society" in satisfying
the international shipping needs
of customers by providing cargo
owners with reliable and highquality transportation services. Today,
the Company has racked up many
achievements in shipping history. Our fleet of approximately 200 container ships with 1 million TEU of
cargo space makes us a key global player in terms of both fleet size and carrying capacity.
Employees are our most precious asset. Evergreen Marine takes a strong interest in the welfare of
our employees and the cultivation of marine talents. Our challenging and globalized work environment
as well as generous welfare system makes us the ideal workplace for youths with an international
perspective. We believe that a company that cares for its employees will be repaid through employee
loyalty. The corresponding improvement in employee enthusiasm and quality of customer service
benefits sustainable corporate development as well.
To ensure the safe sailing of our ships as well as prevent casualties and pollution at sea, the
"Evergreen Seafarer Training Center" was established by Evergreen Marine in 1999. The Center is
equipped with the world's largest "Main Engine Quarter Scale Model", the world's third "NORCONTROL
Engine Room Simulator" and a "360-degree Projection Theater Bridge". Apart from the comprehensive,
brand-new training facilities such as actual equipment and engine room simulator, the Center also
provides medical training and computer-aided instruction to provide seafarers with the rigorous
professional training essential to achieving the three missions of maritime transportation: "Human
Safety", "Ship Safety" and "Cargo Safety".
The increasing severity of global warming means environmental protection is the responsibility
of Evergreen Marine as well. Energy conservation and carbon reduction has always been a company
priority. The 30 all-new L-type container ships ordered by the Evergreen Group in July, 2012, to
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accelerate our fleet renewal program all incorporate the latest green ship technologies in their
material, structure, equipment and sailing safety. Under the "Optimized Hull Form" concept, the nextgeneration design of the ships is designed for energy efficiency and environmental friendliness.
Electronically-controlled fuel injection engines, "Low-Load" engine control equipment, ballast water
treatment plant and minimum ballast design all serve to improve propulsion efficiency and reduce
the CO2 emissions of the L-type by 15% compared to the previous generation of S-type ships. The
Evergreen Group is committed to supporting the sustainable development of marine ecology
through proactive, visionary long-term planning and the adoption of the latest marine technologies.
Social responsibility is not neglected by Evergreen Marine during its pursuit of economic
efficiency. We have been actively giving back to society over the years by participating in social
welfare activities in order to serve as a positive role model in society. We have now integrated social
responsibility, environmental protection and business strategy to realize harmonious and coordinated
development. This will serve as the driving force for our sustainable development in the future.
The continued slowdown in global economic growth means the shipping sector is now faced
with a business environment characterized by low growth in cargo volume, low shipping rates,
very unbalanced supply-and-demand, and even more intense competition between carriers. Our
management team has responded by adopting every possible strategy to increase revenues and
reduce costs: These include building a younger fleet, actively forming strategic alliances, making
structural adjustments to unit costs, and enforcing line performance. We strive for solid development
in our operations so we can continue to cultivate even more talented professionals for society and do
more to fulfill our social responsibility.
We hope this CSR report can effectively present and convey the efforts made by Evergreen
Marine over the years. In the future, we will continue to focus on environmental protection, social
concern and the pursuit of excellence in corporate governance so that we can expand our influence
through concrete action. We hope this can make a difference in society and for the general public.

Anchor Chang, Chairman of Evergreen Marine Corp. (Taiwan) Ltd.
on behalf of Evergreen Line
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1. Evergreen Marine Corp. (Taiwan) Ltd.
1.1 Company Profile
The Evergreen Group started out as the Evergreen Marine Corp. (Taiwan) Ltd., founded
on September 1, 1968, by Dr. Y.F. Chang, the Chairman of the Evergreen Group. A business
philosophy of "Creation of profits, caring for employees and giving back to society" saw the
Company start from a humble 15 year-old general cargo ship and rack up many outstanding
achievements in shipping history; since then, we have built a service network that connects
five continents through 315 business locations in 114 countries, making us one of the
leading shipping lines in the world in terms of fleet size, container capacity or shipbuilding
philosophy.
Evergreen Marine set many firsts in the history of global container shipping. When the
sea freight market went into a steep decline in 1975 due to the oil crisis gripping the world,
Evergreen Marine looked to the future and launched our fleet containerization program. The
fleet of new container ships was used to launch all-container liner service between the Far
East and the U.S. East Coast making us the first Taiwanese carrier to introduce an all-container
liner. In 1984, our 24 new G-type container ships pioneered the world's first-ever round-theworld liner container shipping service. In 1985, Evergreen Marine became the world's No. 1
container shipping line.
Recognizing the difficulty of cultivating outstanding seafarers, Chairman Dr. Y.F. Chang
of Evergreen Group ordered the construction of the "Evergreen Seafarer Training Center" at
Nankan in Taoyuan County in August, 1999. The intensive and systemized practical training
courses offered by the Center was intended to improve the professional skills of Evergreen
crews and achieve the "3S" goal of human safety, cargo safety and ship safety by aggressively
preventing casualties and pollution at sea. The Center not only provides licensing training
but also seafarer training accredited by the Ministry of Transportation and Communications
and other bodies.
The Evergreen Seafarer Training Center was the first ship training unit in Taiwan to
achieve ISO-9001:2000 certification with DNV (Det Norske Veritas). It not only provides
training that conforms to International Maritime Organization (IMO) standards but is also
accredited by professional bodies such as the Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore, the
Maritime and Coastguard Agency of the U.K., the Marine Department of Hong Kong and the
Nippon Kaiji Kyokai (NK) in Japan.
In 2007, the four shipping companies of the Evergreen Group: Evergreen Marine Corp.
(Taiwan) Ltd., Italia Marittima S.p.A., Evergreen Marine (UK) Ltd. Evergreen Marine (Hong
Kong) Ltd., and Evergreen Marine (Singapore) Pte Ltd. (added in 2009) were unified under
the common trade name of "Evergreen Line". A single brand is now used to provide cargo
owners worldwide with complete transportation services. Shipping alliances, joint shipping
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lines and slot exchanges will also be used to form strategic partnerships with other shipping
companies in order to provide cargo owners with a comprehensive transportation network
and improve business performance.
After Evergreen Group Chairman Dr. Y. F. Chang ordered Evergreen to build a new
generation of eco-friendly ships using advanced shipbuilding technology, the S-type ecofriendly was introduced in 2005. The new ships featured pioneering designs such as "doubleskinned hulls", "internal fuel oil tanks" and the Alternative Maritime Power system that
exceeded the statutory requirements at the time. In 2006, the S-type eco-friendly ship was
named the "Ship of the Year" by Lloyd's List Maritime Asia. The new L-type container ship that
commenced delivery in 2012 not only used the latest technologies to improve the efficiency
of its various environmental protection equipment but also features an optimized hull form
that cuts greenhouse gas emissions by improving propulsion efficiency and reducing fuel
consumption.
To provide customers with integrated, high-efficiency services, Evergreen has
established regional transshipment hubs at key ports in Asia, the Americas and Europe.
Dedicated container terminals at the Port of Kaohsiung and Port of Taipei as well as the Port
of Colon in Panama all serve to enhance the quality of service provided by Evergreen.

1.1.1 Evergreen Marine Corp. (Taiwan) Ltd.
Registration Date: September 25, 1968
Capital: NT$34.775 billion
Turnover: NT$144.28 billion
Core business: Operation of Liner container shipping routes
Chairman: Mr. Anchor Chang
President: Mr. Lawrence Lee
Employees: 1,517 (shore duty: 1,179 / sea duty: 338)
Company Address: No. 166, Sec. 2, Minsheng East Road, Taipei, Taiwan
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1.2 Business Strategy

1.2.2 Future Development Strategy

1.2.1 Evergreen Marine Business Strategy

Evergreen Marine’s operations are now no longer limited to simply signing contracts
and canvassing for cargo. We are now focusing on policies such as improving on-time arrival
rate of ships, negotiating for terminal rebates based on container volumes, improving our
fuel purchasing, fuel replenishment, fuel consumption and sludge discharge management,
building a young, high-efficiency fleet, reducing the container supply coefficient, expanding
joint operations, providing customers with value-added services for a reasonable rate,
dedicated line management teams to review line revenues, pushing to balance container
importation/exportation, and making the most use of ship’s space. All of these areas aimed at
maximizing revenues and minimizing costs. We have established strategic management and
key performance indicators to effectively reflect our performance. Regular reviews are also
conducted so that our overall operating results are easy to understand, analyze and adjust.
Concrete indicators are also produced for reference.
The Company management and executives are also committed to providing the
resources necessary to introduce and implement quantified performance. The consensus
in company policy will result in a sounder business model, operating targets aimed at
sustainable, long-term profits, and fulfill our corporate social responsibility in looking after
employees and giving back to society. This will in turn maintain our status as the brand leader
of the global sea shipping industry.

The core business of Evergreen Marine is container shipping. Despite the very
competitive business environment, all of our employees have worked hard to meet every
management target. Company operations are on a sound footing and began turning a
profit in Q3, 2014, again. The profitability targets for the year were achieved as well.
A summary of the Company's business strategy and direction is provided below:
(1)Building a younger fleet
A younger fleet is not only a demonstration of our business performance but also
ensures quality transportation services. The new ships feature eco-friendly designs and
are designed to protect the sustainable development of the marine ecology. We accepted
delivery of seven 8,500 TEU and four 13,800 TEU new-built ships in 2014. We also ended
the leases on 14 older ships to save on high operating, fuel and leasing costs. New ships
will continue to join the fleet so that Evergreen Marine can reconfigure its fleet on key
routes to reduce costs and improve competitiveness.
(2)Structural adjustments to the four key operating costs
The effective management of fuel purchasing, fuel replenishment, fuel consumption
and sludge discharge operations, implementing a strategy of more ships and lower
speeds, identifying the most economical cruising speed and suitable refueling ports
on each route; asking terminal providers to improve their efficiency and pushing for
port rebates on container volume; decreasing container supply coefficient and closely
monitoring the global level of empty containers; improving container transfer efficiency
as well as reducing inland transportation costs and container detention.
(3)Enforcing Line performance management
Appoint line managers to conduct regular line inspections and reviews. Line
managers are expected to improve ships' loading factor, adjust the cargo composition in
order to maximize revenues on tradelanes, and immediately propose improvements for
under-performing tradelanes.

1.3 Accolades
1.3.1 Evergreen "Ever Living" Named Ship of the Year
"Ever Living", the first "L-type" eco-ship commissioned from CSBC Corp. by the
Evergreen Group, was presented with the "Ship of the Year" award by the Taiwan Society

(4)Joint venture
Shipping companies are expanding their cooperation and using joint venture to
maximize operational flexibility. This provides customers with more complete service
coverage, more comprehensive networks and more stable shipping times. Close
collaboration between alliance members will also realize further gains from energyefficiency and carbon reduction measures that ensure the sustainable development of
the marine environment. On March 1, 2014, Evergreen Marine, Hanjin, Cosco, Yangming
and K Line announced the formal creation of the CKYHE Alliance and new routes
were introduced in mid-April. These included six Asia-Europe services and four AsiaMediterranean services. Due to the positive results after six months operation, the CKYHE
members announced on October 21 that routes between Asia and the Americas will be
optimized to expand the cooperation to the U.S. market.
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Naval Architects and Marine Engineers on March 15, 2014. "Ever Living" was delivered in
August, 2013, and can carry up to 8,508 standard 20-foot containers. It features the optimized
hull form design and the structure represents the first use by CSBC of the Higher Tensile Steel
(HT47) it co-developed with China Steel. Achieving the same structural strength with a lesser
weight of steel reduces energy consumption and carbon emissions.

1.3.2 Evergreen Named "Best Shipping Line - Intra-Asia"
Evergreen Marine was named the "Best Shipping Line - Intra-Asia" At the "28th
Asian Freight & Supply Chain Awards" hosted by the shipping industry media
Cargonews Asia in Shanghai on June 17, 2014.

10 Evergreen Marine Corp. (Taiwan) Ltd.
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2. Corporate Governance

2.1.3 Board of Directors

2.1 Corporate Governance Structure
2.1.1 Ownership and Legal Form
The core business activities of Evergreen Marine Corp. (Taiwan) and its consolidated
subsidiaries are liner container shipping, shipping agency and the operation of container
freight stations.

(1) Board Organization
Under the Articles of Incorporation, the Board of Directors consists of 7 to 9 directors
including 2 to 3 independent directors and 2 supervisors. All serve for 3-year term. The
appointment of directors and supervisors shall be governed by the nomination system stipulated
in Article 192-1 of the Companies Act with the directors elected by the investors from among the
nominees listed in the roster of director candidates.

SHAREHOLDERS' MEETING

2.1.2 Organization Structure

SUPERVISORS

PUBLIC RELATIONS DIV.

SHAREHOLDERS' MEETING

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
CHAIRMAN

REMUNERATION COMMITTEE

HUMAN RESOURCES DIV.
AUDITING DIV.

SUPERVISORS
CLINIC DIV.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

REMUNERATION
COMMITTEE

CHAIRMAN

AUDITING DIV.

FINANCE DIV.
GENERAL AFFAIRS DEPT.
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY & HEALTH DIV.

PRESIDENT

CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
COMMITTEE

INTERNATIONAL COORDINATING DIV.
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS DIV.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT

LOGISTICS DIV.
PROJECT DIV.

COMPETITION
COMPLIANCE TEAM

MARINE DIV.
ENGINEERING DIV.
KAOHSIUNG TERMINAL DIV.
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MANAGEMENT TEAM

2.1.4 Remuneration Committee
Our Company has established a "Remuneration Committee" in accordance with the
"Regulations Governing The Appointment And Exercise Of Powers By The Remuneration
Committee Of A Company Whose Stock Is Listed On The Stock Exchange Or Traded Over The
Counter" and our Company's "Remuneration Committee Organization Charter." The Committee
shall consist of no less than three members appointed by the Board of Directors with one serving
as the convener. Our Company's Remuneration Committee is convened at least twice a year to
assist with the defining and regular review of the performance evaluation and compensation
policies for directors, supervisors and executives. The Committee also regularly evaluates the
compensation of directors, supervisors and managers.

2.1.5 Morality and Integrity
Evergreen is a company that believes in acting "morally". Ethics and morality education
are frequently used to inspire employees. Dr. Y.F. Chang, the founder and chairman of Evergreen
Group, once said: "Many people believe that the end justifies the means but I believe that the
key to success lies in morality. It is morality that made the Evergreen Group as successful as it is
today." Chairman Dr. Y.F. Chang even founded the Moral Monthly magazine in January, 2008, to
educate people on personal and family morals as well as social values.
Our Company's "Code of Ethics" sets out the rules governing fairness and transparency
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in business activities, ban on improper gains through bribery and conflict of interests.
Punishments for violations and a complaints system are clearly defined. The Human
Resources Division is responsible for the drafting, supervision and enforcement of the ethical
management policy and preventive measures. In addition to the annual seminar on Fair
Trading Act, the Company philosophy on ethical conduct is promoted through various
internal channels.

2.1.6 Compliance
Our Company conforms to all of the relevant laws defined by the competent
authorities. We also closely monitor changes and amendments to the relevant laws. All
of our external disclosure and reporting operations conform to the relevant laws and
regulations. The Company experienced no incidents that incurred significant fines from the
competent authorities in 2014.
Competition Compliance
Evergreen Marine provides point-to-point sea cargo transportation services
around the world. Transportation by truck, train or river barges are also available at the
customer's request. Company management frequently emphasizes to all employees the
importance of complying with competition laws during internal meetings. Competition
compliance specialists have also been assigned to study competition laws and judgments.
A competition compliance mailbox has been set up to answer any employee questions
regarding competition laws. Evergreen Marine Chairman Anchor Chang has also announced
the Company's policy on the Competition Act to re-affirm our determination to comply
with competition laws.
To help employees understand the importance of competition laws, in 2014 Evergreen
organized two large training courses on competition laws in Taiwan to educate the relevant
departments on the related regulations. Training on the competition compliance was also
conducted during the regional agency conferences held in Singapore and Paris in 2014 to
help local agents understand the related rules and emphasize the Company's determination
on competition compliance.
Apart from general training on competition compliance, our competition compliance
specialists also provide ad hoc training courses tailored to the nature of each department
where real-world scenarios are analyzed to determine if they violated competition laws.
Each department must develop a competition compliance checklist based on its own
operations to provide employees with a yardstick in their work.
Though Evergreen Marine had always operated as an independent shipping company
in the past, it joined the CKYHE Alliance in 2014 due to the fast-changing nature of the
shipping market. Self-assessments were carried out in accordance with the relevant
laws before formally joining the alliance and applications/notifications submitted to the
competent national authorities as well to ensure that our Company's market share and
other conditions would not violate competition laws by joining such an alliance.
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Evergreen frequently receives requests for information from different national antitrust agencies so that they can determine if our Company was in violation of anti-trust laws.
As of the end of December, 2014, our Company has not been ruled in breach of the law by
any competent national authority.

2.2 Business Management and Risk
2.2.1 Business Management
Evergreen Marine services encompass the global market. Whether a route is operated
independently, jointly with other shipping companies, or through the exchange/purchase of
slot space, market management depends heavily on thorough advance planning as well as
continuous improvements in line management and performance tracking.
Preliminary preparation is based around a thorough survey of overall cargo volumes
at calling ports on the route, an evaluation of the future economic trend in that regional
market, the business model of the local market and other shipping companies, limitations
in the external operating environment, and a comparison of strengths and weaknesses. The
expected returns are then calculated based on the planned investment in order to identify
development niches in the regional markets.

2.2.2 Future Business Direction
Larger ships helped improve the business performance of shipping companies in 2014.
More ultra-large ships will continue to enter service with each shipping company in 2015. The
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continued increase in the supply of carrying capacity will make raising shipping rates very
challenging. The new ships ordered by Evergreen continued to enter service in 2014 and the
optimization of fleet configurations on each tradelane have helped realize significant cost
savings for the Company.
We are therefore cautiously optimistic on the operating results of 2015. Summary of
operating proposals:
(1) Optimal loading factors and cargo composition
Evergreen will take delivery of 3 new ships in 2015, while the overall shipping space will
only grow slightly by the end of the year compared to 2014. Our Company will strive to pick
cargo combinations that contribute more to operating performance in order to make the most
use of the available shipping space and optimize the loading factor.
(2) Expansion of joint venture
The top four global alliances (2M, O3, CKYHE and G6) were all given approval to
operate or expand by the competent national authorities in 2014. These alliances will all
progressively introduce new service networks in 2015 so the market will be dominated
by competing alliances in the future. The CKYHE Alliance that Evergreen belongs to will
expand the successful model from our current collaboration to the U.S. route. The expanded
cooperation will provide alliance members with the high level of operational flexibility, a more
comprehensive scope of service, more frequent services and more stable shipping schedule
sought by customers.
(3) Reducing the four main operating costs
Our Company's cost management unit has set out the key performance indicators
(KPI) to be executed in 2015. Shipping management targets such as fuel purchasing,
replenishment, consumption and sludge management or ship’s berth-on-arrival rate,
container-volume rebates from terminals and terminal loading/unloading efficiency have now
all been quantified. In terms of container utilization, improving transship operation, reducing
container demurrage, shortening inland transportation times and lowering the container
supply coefficient are all being used to reduce costs across the board.

(4) Optimizing fleet configuration
The fleet renewal program has produced significant improvements in the Company's
business performance after several years. Three more ships will be delivered in 2015.
The younger fleet and more flexible route configurations will further enhance operating
performance.

2.2.3 Risk Management
(1) Structure of risk management organization
Our Company's Auditing Division defines annual audit plans for examining and assessing
the performance of our internal controls to ensure the effective implementation of the risk
management policy. The Evergreen risk management organization is structured as follows:
Risk
Management
Strategic and
operating risks

Market Risk

Financial Risk
Risk
Management
Audit

In charge Department
Projects Division

Risk Management Tasks
Responsible for formulating the Company's business
policy, evaluating cost vs. revenue, planning of route
fleets and the supervision of operations.

Projects Division
Line Manager
Responsible for their respective operational areas as
Cost Control Team
well as cross-department liaison of related strategic
Fuel Purchasing Team
planning and risk assessments.
Scheduling Center
Top decision-maker of
each unit
Define preventive mechanisms for potential risks such
Finance Division
as exchange rates, interest rates and prices for key items
of financial risk
Auditing Division

Inspect the execution of risk management by each
department.

(2) Financial Risk Management Policy
● The many financial risks that influence the routine operations of merged company
include market risks (including exchange rate risks, interest rate risks and price risks),
credit risk and liquidity risk. The overall risk management policy emphasizes uncertainties
in the financial market and strives to reduce the potential negative impacts on company
finances and financial performance.
● Risk management is enforced by the Finance Division of the merged company in
accordance with the policy set by the Board. The Finance Division of the merged
company works closely with the operating units of the merged company to identify,
assess and avoid financial risks. The Board has set out the overall risk management
principles in writing. Written policy has also been defined for certain areas and activities
such as exchange rate risks, interest rate risks, credit risk, the use of derivative and nonderivative financial tools, and the investment of excess liquid capital.
(3) Fleet insurance management
Ship operating risks include liability on losses associated with personnel, cargo,
containers, ships, third-party assets and the environment. P&I Insurance provides coverage
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for all compensation relating to personnel, cargo, third-party property and the environment.
Fleet and container losses are also covered by Hull and Machinery Insurance, Hull War Risk
Insurance and Container Insurance.
The handling of maritime accidents is a highly specialized field so the procedures
are relatively complex as well. The Evergreen Group not only maintains a dedicated Risk
Management unit but also a team specializing in insurance claims. A rarity in the industry, this
ensures that the interests of the Company and stakeholders are fully protected.
(4) Business continuity risks
The computer backup system was set up to avoid natural disasters or accidents that
may put the Company's computer control center out of operation and impact on customer
confidence or rights. It also ensures the continuity of the Company's computer systems. Our
Company conducts annual switchover testing of domestic and overseas backup centers to
ensure that we can successfully switch over to another backup center when the computer
control center is out of service. The 2014 switchover test was completed successfully.

2.2.4 Cargo operations management
(1) Receiving procedures for customers' consignments
● To ensure that goods are delivered safely to their destinations, our Company only offers
port delivery for steel coils, electrical cabling and related products in the U.S. If the
customer's consignment must be transported by American railway or local trucks to
a destination outside of the port of discharging, the consignment will be declined to
avoid container damage and safety risks associated with inland transportation. In 2014,
our Company made several hundred voyages from the Far East to the U.S. All of the
customers complied with the relevant rules and there were no violations due to nonnotification of the above consignments.
To ensure the safe delivery of goods, customer consignments containing dangerous
goods that will be transported by Mexican railway will be declined on the basis of it
being against our policy to ship dangerous goods.
● In 2014, our Company made dozens of voyages from the Far East to Mexico. All of the
customers complied with the relevant rules and there were no violations due to not
being notified of the consignment containing dangerous goods.
● To ensure the safe delivery of goods, over-weight 20-foot containers that exceed the
maximum loading of the container (the related loading restrictions on indicated on the
container doors) will not be accepted. If a container violates this rule, the customer will
be notified and the container will be held until the customer reduces the loaded weight
to within the acceptable limit.
As of 2014, there were no disputes due to over-loading of containers.
● To ensure the safety delivery for special container cargo, the customer is required to
provide the accurate dimensions and weight before special containers are accepted. The
special container must not exceed the allowable container/port dimensions and weight.
●
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If the actual dimensions and weight of the container violates the related rules then the
customer will be notified that the container will not be loaded.
As of 2014, all customers have cooperated with the relevant rules.
(2) Dangerous goods management
● Marking containers with dangerous good codes and controls
According to the International Maritime Dangerous Goods Code, dangerous
goods must be labeled with the appropriate dangerous good symbols for warning and
identification.
The code is usually too complex for the average customer so our Company actively
provides labels as part of our total customer service to win over customer confidence.
The transportation of freight is a part of international trade. Dangerous goods are
exported from every port so we have defined related purchasing, transportation and
distribution procedures. Not every port has this requirement. In some regions such as
the U.S. and India, compliance with local practices or Customs regulations is essential for
delivery.
The dangerous goods stickers purchased by our Company are fully compliant with
the dimensions and quality requirements set Year
Coefficient
by international standards. These ensure that 2012 Averaged between 1.95 ~ 1.90
the colors and shapes of all stickers are clearly 2013 Averaged between 1.90 ~ 1.85
2014 Averaged between 1.72 ~ 1.67
shown during transportation.
● Our Company's dangerous goods’ spill handling
procedure follows four general principles: 1. Evacuation and isolation; 2. Cut-off sources
of fire 3. Personal protection 4. Spill control. The priority is on incident containment and
environmental protection. There were no penalties from local competent authorities in
2014.
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2.2.5 Container operations management
The Logistics Division is responsible for our container operations management. The
primary goals are acquiring containers at a lower cost, minimizing the cost of managing
our extensive container assets, keeps containers in circulation and making effective use of
containers. The Logistics Division achieves these goals through the following management
approaches.
(1) Reducing the container supply coefficient
The container supply coefficient is derived from dividing the total number of group
container (TEU) (nominator) by the fleet capacity (denominator). Higher coefficients mean
that more containers must be supplied. A larger container supply means higher container
costs. Reducing the container supply coefficient therefore helps the Company reduce
container operating costs.
(2) Reducing container demurrage
Every container is a Company asset and they must be kept in circulation to be a
performing asset and increase container circulation.
(3) Control container maintenance costs
Containers inevitably require maintenance as they travel around the world. To reduce
maintenance costs, unnecessary maintenance must be avoided.
(4) Efficient movement of empty containers
The diversity in international trade means some countries are import-oriented while
others are export-oriented. The imbalance in container imports and exports leads to container
movement. Every container movement incurs a cost so the effective execution of container
movements and cost reduction is a key part of container management.
(5) Computerization of container management
All of the above container management activities must be managed through a system. A
more sophisticated container management system delivers better performance with reduced
workload.

2.2.6 Security Management in the Evergreen Marine Fleet
To prevent security incidents such as terrorist attacks, pirate hijackings, smuggling,
theft or stowaways when the Evergreen fleet is at sea or in port, our ships comply with the
requirements of the International Ship and Port Facility Security Code (ISPS Code). A Ship
Security Plan certified by Classification Societies is also used as the basis for routine crew
security training and operations to effectively protect the safety of people, ships and cargo.
(1) All crewmembers aboard Evergreen ships complete security awareness and specialty training
required under the amendments to the International Convention on Standards of Training,
Certification and Watch-keeping for Seafarers (STCW) adopted in Manila in 2010. Certification
is required before they may serve onboard the ship.
(2) If a shipping route passes through a high-risk area for pirate attacks and hijacking, anti-piracy
measures are adopted in accordance with "Best Management Practices Version 4" (BMP4). The
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risk of successful pirate attacks is evaluated by the Company based on ship type, freeboard
and seasonal factors. If a ship must pass through a high-risk area, international armed security
professionals are employed as escorts.
(3) Every ship in the fleet must conduct annual piracy exercises based on the Ship Security
Plan and BMP4 to enhance the security awareness of the crew and the effectiveness of the
security personnel.
(4) Evergreen Marine has dedicated personnel assigned to collecting information about global
pirate activity and sightings of suspected pirate ships in order to issue timely alerts to nearby
Evergreen ships and strengthen security measures. The global pirate attack and hijacking
cases published by the International Maritime Bureau (IMB) also undergo statistical analysis
with the information passed to the fleet to enhance the security awareness of our sea-going
colleagues.
(5) Evergreen Marine was certified as an Authorized Economic Operator (AEO) in 2012. Apart
from greater convenience during international customs clearance, its certification standard
and internal audits of the Company's physical security, procedural security and information
security means the security system management mechanism can be refined even further.
This helps to satisfy customers' security managements while also reducing the risk to
personnel, ship and goods.
In 2014, Evergreen Marine experienced no security incidents such as stowaways, terrorist
attacks, pirate hijackings or smuggling.

2.3 Customer Relations
Evergreen has always set its sights on providing customers with perfect, high-quality
service. We pay attention to the needs of our customers and take action to provide the most
satisfactory customer service.

2.3.1 Continue to improve customer satisfaction
To continue improving our quality of service, Evergreen Marine has implemented
the "Customer Service Management Project" involving continuous personnel training
(including professional practices and service etiquette) and quality audits. At the same time,
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we believe that customer feedback is crucial to refining our quality of service. External
customer satisfaction surveys are therefore regularly conducted to learn about customer
requirements and areas needing improvement. We can then satisfy our customers'
requirements through even more comprehensive services.

2.3.2 Customer Complaints
Once a customer complaint sent through the corporate website is received, it is
forwarded by e-mail to the competent departments by the staff in charge. The response
is then sent within 5 days.
● Customer complaints page:
(1) http://www.shipmentlink.com/tw/tcc1/jsp/TCC1_contact.jsp
(2) http://www.evergreen-marine.com/tcc1/jsp/TCC1_Contact.jsp?en=n

2.3.3 e-Commerce
Under the innovative mindset of "Thinking Globally, Serving Locally", Evergreen
Marine has integrated the computer information from our worldwide service locations
and downstream partners to launch a variety of e-commerce services. The "All-inOne Service" means customers can now make online bookings, produce bills of lading
and update bills of lading through a single portal. This also provides them with all the
information they need on the goods being transported and the latest status reports.

2.4 Supply Chain Management
2.4.1 Evergreen Marine's Key Suppliers
Supplier
Dock Machinery
Insurance Services
Container Yard and
Repair
Container and
Refrigeration Unit
Manufacturer
Container Leasing
River Barge
Feeder
Railway
Truck
Shipbuilding

(1) "All-in-One Service" includes the following functions
● Shipment overview
● Booking
● B/L instruction
● B/L Proofreading
● US Importer Security Filing(ISF)
(2) "Mobile Commerce System"
Our Company also provides a "Mobile Commerce System" that customers can use
for quick queries of import and export information as well as track the latest updates and
developments on cargo and ships. Its functions and features are as follow.
● Container tracking
● Schedule inquiries
● E-mail release queries
● Contact details for worldwide locations
● Ships currently in port
● Latest news from Evergreen
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Company
Taiwan (2 companies) 5.7%, U.S. (1 company) 31.8%, China (2 companies)
1.3%, and Japan (4 companies) 61.2%
Taiwan (1 company)
North America (787 companies) (26.8%), China (175 companies) (5.4%),
Japan (55 companies) (4.5%), Taiwan (44 companies) (4.9%), Germany (38
companies) (7.3%), and another 800 companies around the rest of the
world (51.1%)
U.S. (1 company) (3.8%), China (4 companies) (70.7%), Singapore (1
company) (23.1%), Malaysia (1 company) (2.4%)
U.S. (9 companies)(74.5%), U.K. (1 company)(2.3%), Germany (1 company)
(6.1%), Netherlands (1 company)(0.7%), Singapore (2 companies)(8.1%),
Hong Kong (3 companies)(8.3%)
Asia (8 companies), China (32 companies), Americas (3 companies),
Europe/Mediterranean/Africa (32 companies). 100% locally supplied.
Asia (32 companies), China (76 companies), Americas (10 companies),
Europe/Mediterranean/Africa (15 companies). 100% locally supplied.
Asia (6 companies), China (3 companies), Americas (7 companies), Europe/
Mediterranean/Africa (27 companies). 100% locally supplied.
Asia (11 companies), China (7 companies), Americas (34 companies),
Europe/Mediterranean/Africa (44 companies). 100% locally supplied.
One in Taiwan (44%) and one in Korea (56%)

2.4.2 Supplier Evaluation
Our Company has drawn up evaluation guidelines for suppliers. Qualified suppliers
we have actual business dealings with that also affect our quality of service are evaluated at
least once a year. If regular evaluations of a supplier are not possible due to the nature of the
supplier or the product, it should nevertheless still be evaluated once within a year of the
actual transaction. The evaluation currently uses the performance scores under the following
four categories as the basis for business dealings.
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(1) Quality
● Quality: Whether the quality of the product, service or operation satisfies requirements.
● Professionalism: Whether the personnel involved possess the necessary professional
knowledge and skills.
● Safety: Whether the production or service delivery process satisfies the requirements on
labor safety, health and environmental protection.
(2) Service
● Accountability: Whether the personnel involved are accountable and provides proactive
service.
● Cooperation: Whether they can cooperate fully with company requirements to provide
high-efficiency services
● Response: Whether emergency requirements can be quickly understood and the
problem resolved in a swift and sincere manner.
(3) Inspection
● Delivery: Ability to effectively control the schedule to deliver the service, complete the
work and make the delivery on time.
● Acceptance: Whether the quantity and quality specifications at acceptance conforms to
company requirements.
(4) Price
● Price: Whether the price is fair and reasonable or inflated.
● Account management: Whether the invoices, receipts and statements are all accounted
for, and whether there are frequently errors in accounts and payments.

List of Evergreen Marine stakeholders

2.5 Stakeholders Communications

Stakeholders are internal and external groups or individuals that have an influence on
the Company or are influenced by the Company. To fulfill our stakeholders commitment and
respect their rights, the competent departments within Evergreen Marine have used the
appropriate channels to set up a platform for stakeholders communication. Positive relations
are maintained by responding in a suitable manner to the issues of concern to stakeholders.
Our Company engages with stakeholders through the authoring of the CSR report and the
operation of the Committee.

2.5.1 Stakeholders relationship management
To communicate with stakeholders in a timely manner, learn what important issues
are of concern to stakeholders so they can be incorporated into the corporate sustainable
development strategy and establish a mechanism for unobstructed communication and
feedback, Evergreen Marine has adopted a rigorous approach based on the methodologies
defined in GRI 4.0 and AA1000 as standard. This ensures that stakeholders communications
conform to the three principles of Inclusivity, Materiality and Responsiveness. Under these
principles, the communication process involves the identification stakeholders, the channels
of communication, the issues of concern, and materiality analysis of such issues. The process
and conclusion provides Evergreen Marine with important information in sustainable
development as well.
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Stakeholders
Employees:
1. Employees
2. Executives
Government Agencies:
1. Maritime and Port Bureau, MOTC
2. Customs Administration, MOF
3. Environmental Protection
Bureau, Kaohsiung City
4. Labor Standards Inspection
Office, Labor Affairs Bureau,
Kaohsiung City
Non-Government Organizations:
1. Port of Kaohsiung, Taiwan
International Ports Corporation
Suppliers:
1.Contractors
2.Equipment vendors
Customers:
1. Cargo owners
2. Customs clearance agents
3. Truck operators
4. Allied shipping companies
Stakeholders
Communities

Communication channel/frequency
1.Internal company bulletins/ any time
2.Regular and ad hoc meetings/ Monthly, any time
3.Education and training/ Monthly, ad hoc
4.E-mail, telephone, in writing/ any time

1.E-mail, telephone/ any time
2.Missive, meeting, visit/ Ad hoc
3.Education and training, symposiums/ Ad hoc

1.E-mail, telephone/ Any time
2.Missive, meeting, symposium, visit/ Ad hoc
1.E-mail, telephone, work meeting/ Any time
2.Labor safety organization meeting/ Quarterly
3.Supplier evaluation/ Yearly
1.E-mail, telephone/ any time
2.Missive, meeting, visit/ Ad hoc
3.Information on corporate website/ any time
Visit, investor service area on the corporate website/ any time
Telephone, visit/ any time

2.5.2 Stakeholders analysis

2.5.3 Establishing a CSR promotion committee
Evergreen Marine has established the Corporate Social Responsibility Committee to
promote the development of CSR-related affairs as well as effective communication and
response to stakeholders. The CSR Committee is composed of the top managers from each
department with the President serving as the chairperson and the head of the Auditing
Division serving as the executive director. Apart from overseeing the compilation of the CSR
report, matters relating to CSR are also classified as long-term projects where possible for
regular monitoring and performance review.
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2.5.4 Identification procedure for stakeholders and issues

The Committee is organized as follows:

The identification of stakeholders, their issues of concern, the verification of issues and
their materiality analysis all follow a pre-defined procedure as shown below:

Evergreen Marine CSR Committee

Unit
Human Resources
Division
Projects Division
International Business
Division
International
Coordination Division
Marine Division
Engineering Division
Finance Division
Logistics Division
General Affairs
Department
Kaohsiung Terminal
Division
Public Relations Division
Services Division
Information Management
Division

Chairperson: President of Evergreen Marine
Executive Director: Head of Auditing Division
Committee Member

Executive Secretary

Senior Vice President Yang, Pi-sao

Lin, An-yi

Executive Vice President Tsai, Bein-hui

Chen, Mei-chi

Executive Vice President Peng, Chen-hsiang

Huang, Pao-jen

Senior Vice President Lin, An-kwo

Peng, Suh-fang

Identify each unit's stakeholders and communication channels

Lin, Chun-kuang;
Hsiao Yi-chung; Li Ching-yao
Executive Vice President Yu, Hui-kwang;
Lin, Tian-fure;
Executive Vice President Huang, Tsung-yung
Weng, Chao-yueh
Executive Vice President Tsai I-Jung
Hsu, Wen-che
Executive Vice President Yang, Lii-Yueh
Tsai, Wen-kai; Wu, Mao-lin
Executive Vice President Lin Pei-chiao

Junior Vice President Yu, Pe-hsin
Senior Vice President Chern, Ron-jyue
Junior Vice President Chen, Tai-cheng
Evergreen International
Senior Vice President Chou, So-hui
Executive Vice President Fang, Yu-yen

Investigate and compile the issues of concern

CSR team compiles stakeholder types and issues of concern

Report and verify stakeholders and issues of concern

Sort issues of concern by importance

Include material issues in CSR indicator analysis and data collection

Wu, Jui-chuan
Hwang, Ming-ling;
Cheng, Chao-chang
Chen, Tai-cheng
Yin, Pei-hua
Chen, Hui-fen

2.5.5 Stakeholders identification
The CSR Committee directs each unit to identify their respective stakeholders through
systemic analysis. The stakeholders of each unit are then sorted different categories. The results
of internal identification and discussions were reviewed by the CSR Committee. Employees, the
government, non-government organizations, suppliers, customers, stakeholders /investors and
communities were ultimately identified as stakeholders important to our Company.

Customers
Shareholders

Government

Evergreen Marine
Community

Employees

NGO
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Suppliers
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2.5.6 Stakeholders communication and issues of concern
(1) Communication channels and issues
Positive stakeholders communication and interaction plays an important role in
Company operations. By using a variety of different communication channels, we hope
to collect and effectively respond to the precious opinions of our stakeholders. The form
of communication varies due to the diversity of stakeholders. There are both routine and
extraordinary channels. The issues of concern also vary as well.
(2) Classifying the issues of concern
Once the list of stakeholders have been confirmed, internal departmental meetings are
convened to compile the issues of concern collected through routine communication channels
as well as screen and compile important information from 2014. The compiled issues of concern
have been divided into the economic, social and environmental aspects as shown below:
Type
Issue of Concern
Internal
External
●
●
Corporate governance and operating performance
●
Investment cost and risk management
●
Route planning and fleet management
●
●
Improving competitiveness
●
●
Competition and marketing
●
Customer satisfaction
●
●
Expansion of route network
●
●
Improving product and service quality
Economic
Aspect
●
Industry research and development
●
Alliance strategy
●
Container operations management
Cargo damage notification, compensation and
●
●
claims
●
●
Purchasing management
●
●
Bill of lading and customs clearance management
●
e-Commerce
●
●
Domestic and foreign compliance
●
●
Competition compliance and response
●
Ship and equipment maintenance
●
●
Ship design and construction
●
●
Fleet renewal
●
●
Marine environmental pollution and prevention
●
●
Environmental Climate change and greenhouse gas emissions
●
●
Aspect
Supply chain management
●
Dangerous goods management
●
Disaster prevention and incident investigation
●
Promotion of green energy
●
Environmental monitoring and health
●
●
Wastewater and waste disposal/treatment
●
●
Energy conservation
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Type

Social Aspect

Issue of Concern
Ethics, morality and ethical management
Emergency response procedure
Workplace safety
Employee compensation, benefits and
advancement
Employer-employee relations and human rights
Employee training and talent cultivation
Labor safety and health
Access control and security
Community relations management
Social welfare
Recruitment and industry-university collaboration

Internal
●

External
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

●

●

●

●

2.5.7 Importance of issues of concern
A materiality analysis on the important issues of concern to stakeholders was conducted
the members and executive secretaries on the CSR Committee. Each issue's level of concern
to stakeholders as well as its immediate or potential impact to Evergreen Marine were then
assigned a score between 1 ~ 10. The scores from each member were then introduced into
the "Materiality Matrix" then further assigned one of three levels of priority based on the
assessment principles, these being Major concern, Minor concern and general concern. Issues
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of major concern are those that the Company should attach great importance to and emphasize
during disclosure. Issues of minor and general concern are only broadly mentioned within the
report. The issues assigned to each level are listed below:

Issue of General Concern
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High

Issue of Minor Concern

Issue of Concern
1.Corporate governance and operating performance
2.Investment cost and risk management
3.Ethics, morality and ethical management
4.Domestic and foreign compliance
5.Competition compliance and response
6.Emergency response procedure
7.Workplace safety
8.Employee compensation, benefits and advancement
9.Ship and equipment maintenance/upgrades
10.Ship design and construction
11.Route planning and fleet management
12.Fleet renewal
13.Marine environmental pollution and prevention
14.Improving competitiveness
15.Competition and marketing
16.Customer satisfaction
17.Expansion of route network
18.Supply chain management
19.Dangerous goods management
20.Employee training and talent cultivation
21.Climate change and greenhouse gas emissions
22.Labor safety and health
23.Industry research and development
24.Alliance strategy
25.Container operations management
26.Cargo damage notification, compensation and claims
27.Purchasing management
28.Disaster prevention and incident investigation
29.Bill of lading and customs clearance management
30.e-Commerce operations
31.Improving product and service quality
32.Employer-employee relations and human rights
33.Promotion of green energy
34.Energy conservation
35.Environmental monitoring and health
36.Wastewater and waste disposal/treatment
37.Access control and security
38.Community relations management
39.Social welfare
40.Recruitment and industry-university collaboration

21
22

Level of the concern of the interested partie

Item
Issue of Major Concern

Result of analyses on the significant issues within
the concern of the interested parties

6
11

1

2

3

4

7

8

9

10

12 13

5

14

15 16
23

24 25 26
27 28 29 30 31
32 33

34 35
36 37 38 39

17 18
19 20

40

Low

Level of impact upon the Company

High

2.5.8 Stakeholders area
A " Stakeholders Section" has been established in a prominent part of our corporate
homepage. The section is broken down into "Investor Service", "Customer Service", "Employee
Section" and "Supplier Section". These sections provide the e-mails to the relevant units within
our Company for stakeholders communication. They also provide disclosure on the issues of
stakeholders concern and related information.
URL: http://www.evergreen-marine.com/tw/
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3. Protecting the Planet

●

3.1 Energy Saving and Carbon Reduction Projects
Evergreen Marine is striving to develop a practical global container transportation
system that balances environmental protection, society and the economy. We are very
much aware of our responsibility as a benchmark enterprise. Our aim is to develop a
professional sailing safety, quality and environmental protection management system
to look after our crews and ships.

●

3.1.1 Compliance with international environmental regulations
Our Company complies with all international safety and environmental protection
conventions. We are committed to ship management practices that reduce pollution at
sea, to the air or on land. Advanced software and hardware facilities are used to keep the
waste, sewage and emissions produced by our ships to a minimum. We have adopted
standard operating procedures to monitor the emission of sulfur oxides and nitrous
oxides. Ballast water, sewage and trash are also properly managed to prevent oil slicks
and refrigerant leaks. These efforts all contribute to the delivery of a safe, high-quality and
efficient transportation service.

3.2 Ship Design and Construction
3.2.1 Ship design and construction philosophy
The construction of new ships not only considers future operating costs but also
environmental protection, energy-saving, crew living environment and navigational safety.
These are incorporated into planning and design at the start of construction so that new ships
will deliver exceptional energy-saving, environmental protection, navigational safety and labor
safety performance when they eventually enter service.
The new L-type 8,000TEU container ship built for our Company in 2014 took all of these
factors into account during construction. The L-type was therefore named the 2014 "Ship
of the Year" by the Taiwan Society Naval Architects and Marine Engineers. Its green design
philosophy is detailed below:
(1) Eco-friendliness
● Green Passport
Though not statutorily required, our Company took our social responsibility
on marine environmental protection into account and voluntarily applied for Green
Passport certification of new ships in order to comply with future international
conventions on ship recycling.
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●

Prevention of oil spills
The L-type is designed with a double-skinned hull and internal fuel oil tanks to
reduce the risk of fuel oil tanks being ruptured during collisions and causing an oil spill.
The airspace stern tube sealing system prevents lubricant leaking from the stern tube to
pollute the seawater.
Air pollution prevention: Ship emissions discharge
Space has been reserved in the engineering section so that equipment can
be installed in the future to comply with the strict NOx Tier III emission regulations.
When nitrous oxides (NOx) produced by the combustion process are released into the
atmosphere they not only cause photochemical smog in urban areas but also have a
serious impact on human respiratory function. NOx is also readily water-soluble so it
leads to acid rain. Acid rain seeping into the soil results in soil acidification, disrupting
agricultural production. International regulations are becoming increasingly on NOx
emissions. NOx Tier III requires the NOx emissions to be kept below 3.4g/kW. From
January 1, 2016, ships sailing in Emission Control Areas (ECA) will be required to keep
their NOx emissions within Tier III standards. Current NOx ECAs include North America
and the US Caribbean. The L-type container ship was therefore designed from the
start to provide sufficient space in the engineering section for the future installation of
equipment required for compliance with NOx Tier III emission regulations.
Preventing air pollution: Alternative Maritime Power (AMP)
The U.S. state of California has instituted the so-called Cold Iron Policy in recent
years. Once a ship docks in a Californian port, all of the ship's internal combustion
engines including the shipboard generator must be shut down. This is to prevent waste
heat and smog produced by combustion from impacting the air quality and visibility
in and around the port. Once a ship has docked, the shipboard generator must be shut
down. Shipboard power is then provided from the shore. The L-type container ship
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is equipped with Alternative Maritime Power (AMP). If ports outside of California also
install shore power facilities in the future, the L-type can then connect to shore power
when it docks at these ports so that smoke from the ship's engines and generators
don't impact on local air quality.
● Preventing water pollution: Ballast Water Treatment Plant
When a ship is empty or not carrying a heavy enough load, a certain amount of
seawater is taken onboard to maintain stability. This is known as "ballast water". When
a ship enters port, excess ballast water is discharged to facilitate loading. The IMO
estimated that around 3 ~ 5 billion tons of seawater are carried from port to port every
year. The discharge of these ballast water into the port may harm native species or
introduce harmful pathogens that impact on the ecological environment of another
region.
While no international convention currently requires the installation of ballast
water treatment equipment, such equipment is now voluntarily installed on all new
L-type ships to conform to conventions.
● Preventing water pollution: Gray water holding tank (sewage holding tank)
Environment awareness has gained increasing importance in recent years. Nations
are now strengthening the protection of their ports as well. Brazil in South America
was among the first to impose restrictions on the discharge of gray water in port by
commercial shipping. The U.S. East Coast is now beginning to impose such restrictions
as well.
While there is no international convention on the installation of gray water holding
tanks as yet, this was included in the design of the Evergreen L-type.
(2) Energy-saving design
The L-type uses a variety of energy-saving designs that has been certified by classification
societies as being already compliant with the IMO EEDI 2020 ship efficiency standard.
● Optimized hull design
The hulls of Evergreen container ships have adopted the optimized hull design
treatment that keeps drag to a minimum, increasing hull efficiency and reducing fuel
consumption.
● Use of HT47 (Higher Tensile Steel)
The L-type makes use of new high tensile-strength steel to achieve the same level
of structural strength for less weight of steel. The reduction in hull weight reduces oil
consumption, improving energy efficiency and reducing carbon emissions. It is around
2,000 tons lighter than equivalent 8,000 TEU container ships.
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●

Rudder Bulb design
The rudder bulb design reduces drag from following wake to achieve an energy
saving of around 2%.

●

Rudder Bulb

The bulge in front of the
rudder reduces the drag from
stern wake and produces an
energy-saving of 2%.

●

Energy-saving bulbous bow
The energy-saving bulbous bow design is designed to help counter the
degradation in fuel efficiency when the ship deviates from its design speed and draught.
This design improves energy efficiency by around 12 ~ 21% at operating speeds and
draughts.

Electronic controlled engine
The electronic controlled engine can be run a lower speed and consume less fuel than
conventional engines, improving energy efficiency and reducing emissions.
● Variable frequency control seawater pump
The seawater pump on the L-type features variable frequency control to reduce ship
power consumption, improving energy efficiency and reducing emissions.
(3) Sailing safety
The ship is equipped with the latest navigational equipment to ensure sailing safety.
●
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3.3.2 SOx emission control

3.3 Ship Emissions Management
We are actively working to reduce the discharge of waste emissions and sludge from our
ships. Using the CO2 emissions of the L, S, E, U, D and R-type ships used on long trans-oceanic
routes, their 2014 average CO2 emissions per 20-foot container per kilometer traveled at sea
was 64.4g. This represented an annual reduction of 11.01%. The discharge of NOx, SOx, plastic
garbage and oil water was also greatly reduced compared to previous years.
The carbon reduction results achieved by the Evergreen Marine over the years can be
attributed to the following initiatives:
Low-speed sailing
● Optimization sailing plans
● Weather navigation and consultation
● Trim optimization
● Ballast water minimization
● Enhanced machinery maintenance to reduce malfunction rate
● Closing one turbo compressor to improve engine efficiency
● Fleet renewal
Source: Attachment B - Environmental Protection Monitoring Data
●
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A comparison of NOx emissions from 2013 and 2014 showed that the fleet emissions
were reduced by 5.12%.

A total of seven new L-type container ships entered service in 2014 and increased fleet
container capacity by 22.44%. A comparison of CO2 emissions from 2013 and 2014 showed that
while fleet CO2 emissions increased by 2.78% but the emission rate was reduced by 11.01%.
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3.3.4 Plastic garbage analysis
International regulations do not explicitly ban the shipboard incinerator from
incinerating plastic packaging or bottles. Evergreen Marine strongly insists on not incinerating
plastic garbage produced onboard. It must instead be unloaded back at port for recycling.
All ships in the fleet are equipped with high-capacity water filtration equipment to
ensure the quality and hygiene of the drinking water. This reduces the need to purchase
bottled water. A comparison of plastic garbage from 2013 and 2014 showed an average
reduction of 3.01% per ship.
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Plastic Garbage Analysis
M3
800
700
600
500
400
Total quantity

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

789

688

538
6.647

486
6.001

441
5.459

448
5.091

488
4.984

517
4.834

Avg. quantity(per ship)

year

the Evergreen Fleet may only be discharged 15 nautical miles from shore. To comply with this
voluntary environmental requirement each ship is equipped with a refrigerated kitchen scraps
locker. This is used for storing kitchen scraps when the ship is in port or at anchorage.
Ports around the world have become increasingly environmentally conscious in recent
years and have started refusing to accept some types of combustible waste, especially sludge.
Ships must incinerate the combustible waste before the ash can be unloaded for disposal. As
a result, a comparison of 2013 and 2014 showed that the average amount of ash produced
per ship increased by 27.28%.
Ash Analysis
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3.3.5 Sludge management
The qualifications and capabilities of a treatment plant are assessed and inspected by
Evergreen before any contract is signed. This ensures that sludge and solid waste unloaded
from the ship are disposed of in a scientific and environmentally sound manner. Sludge
contractors are required to set up a safe production management system to ensure total safe
production management. Sludge contractors, their treatment plant and spill response center
must also undergo annual assessments and inspections. The contractor's sludge collection
ship and treatment plant are visited, their business certificates, ships and equipment,
operating procedures and environmental sanitation are all examined to ensure their legality
and ship safety.
A comparison of 2013 and 2014 showed that the quantity of sludge produced by the
fleet was reduced by 6.85%, and average quantity per ship was reduced by 14.68%.
Sludge Analysis
M3
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2009
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46934.4 43397.7
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487.83
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60.580 32.770 27.250 23.960 26.620 32.210 43.220 61.055
Avg. quantity (per ship)
0.3365 0.2958 0.3286 0.3703 0.4483 0.5706
Total quantity

3.3.7 Ballast water exchange measures
The advanced ballast water
treatment systems fitted to new
ships guarantee the complete
extermination of all micro-organisms
in the ballast water to prevent the
exchange of ballast water between
different geographic regions that
cause ecological havoc through
the introduction of invasive species.
Existing ships will be progressively
refitted with the latest ballast water
treatment system to protect the
marine ecology.

3.3.6 Garbage and incinerator management

3.3.8 Protecting marine ecology

Our Company’s "Garbage Management Plan" contains five main procedures: collecting,
processing, storing, disposing and recording. We divided all garbage, including kitchen scraps,
into several types. To avoid polluting coasts and littoral waters, kitchen scraps produced by

Captains detour around marine ecological reserves designated by local laws when
planning their routes. Seasonal group-wide bulletins are also issued at different times to
remind ships to avoid areas with whale activity, prevent the Asian Gypsy Moth reaching the
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and inspections. At the moment our Company generally uses the four classification societies
for our fleet: (The certification files are included as Attachments 1 ~ 4)
● CR Classification Society (C.R.)
● American Bureau of Shipping (A.B.S)
● Nippon Kaiji Kyokai (N.K.)
● Lloyd's Register of Shipping (LR)
Apart from the ship maintenance measured above, Evergreen also engages in
an aggressive program of pioneering ship equipment upgrades and introduction of
environmental protection equipment. These are aimed at reducing the ship's fuel
consumption, GHG emissions and the different types of pollutions generating during sailing
as part of our efforts to protect the marine environment. Results include:

3.4.1 Improving ship sailing safety

Americas, and adopting ballast water exchange measures to prevent ecological catastrophes
caused by invasive aquatic species in order to preserve marine biological diversity.

3.3.9 Ban on emission of ozone depleting substances
The 58th meeting of the IMO Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC) held
on October 10, 2008, passed a resolution and amendment to prevent ship pollution from
ozone depleting substances proscribed under international conventions. The amendment
came into effect on July 1, 2010. The use of ozone depleting substances such as Halon/
chlorofluorocarbons (R-12) is already banned throughout the Evergreen fleet. The R-22
refrigerant containing chlorofluorocarbons is now being gradually phased out in favor of
more environmentally-friendly next-generation refrigerants to help control global warming.

3.4 Ship Maintenance and Repairs
Apart from ad hoc port maintenance, Evergreen Marine also maintains a comprehensive
program for regular dry dock or floating dock maintenance of fleet ships. The bottom of
ships is lifted out of the water so the hull and underwater equipment can be inspected and
maintained. A total of 33 ships underwent such annual maintenance in this manner in 2014.
Evergreen Marine ships in dock for maintenance do not only undergo the maintenance
and inspection of critical equipment. For maintenance quality assurance, independent ship
inspection organizations authorized by the government by the ship's flag nation or a ship
classification unit recognized by the hull and machinery insurer is retained for quality control
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(1)Planned replacement of ICCP plates
The Impressed Current Cathodic Protection System (ICCP System) is critical to preventing
corrosion in the submerged parts of the hull. The anode plate for emitting the protective
current in particular is a core component on which the structural integrity of the hull depends.
Worn ICCP anode plates expose the ship to potential risk of seawater corrosion. A planned
replacement program was started for the Evergreen fleet in 2011. Results to date include:
● 2012: 4 ships refitted with 7 sets of ICCP anode plates.
● 2013: 2 ships refitted with 4 sets of ICCP anode plates.
● 2014: 10 ships refitted with 18 sets of ICCP anode plates.
(2)Planned fleet radar renewal project: (in progress)
Radar is an important piece of equipment to sailing safety. It can be considered the eye
of the ship and is the primary system used to prevent ship collision. Old radar equipment may
expose the ship to potential sailing risks. A planned replacement program was started for the
Evergreen fleet in 2012. Recent results include:
● 2012: 15 ships refitted with 38 radar units.
● 2013: 15 ships refitted with 39 radar units.
●

2014: 13 ships refitted with 30 radar units.

3.4.2 Reducing fuel consumption and saving energy
(1)Ship slow-speed program for reducing fuel consumption
Ship propulsion is based on the engine driving the propellers. In theory, the power
factor of the diesel engine is directly proportional to the cube of sailing speed. Torque is also
directly proportional to the square of sailing speed. If sailing speed is halved then propulsion
power drops is 1/8 of full speed while torque drops to 1/4. Fuel consumption is then reduced
in accordance with torque. Reducing the sailing speed means fuel consumption goes down
as torque is reduced. Lowering the sailing speed therefore produces particularly significant
fuel savings. Simply reducing the sailing speed however results in the engine not receiving
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sufficient air for combustion. The engine system must therefore be adjusted as well. To reduce
ship fuel consumption, the engines of Evergreen's ocean-going fleet therefore has one turbo
charger disabled to reduce fuel consumption.
(2)Installation of the energy-saving bulbous bow for fuel consumption
The energy-saving bow is designed for ships running at low-speed to save fuel. The
fitting of an energy-saving bow helps ships save even more fuel at low speeds. CSBC Corp.
data indicated that the fuel consumption of a 4,700 TEU container ship refitted with the
energy-saving bulbous bow can be reduced by 4.8 tons/day. If the ship is at sea 270-days a
year, this translates to 1,296 tons of fuel oil saved a year and a reduction of 3,888 tons in CO2
emissions. Evergreen Marine therefore completed bow modifications to 2 ships in 2014.
● EVER LOADING: 180 tons in fuel oil savings. CO emissions reduced by 540 tons
2
● EVER LADEN: 64 tons in fuel oil savings. CO emissions reduced by 192 tons
2

3.4.3 Reducing marine pollution
(1)Use of tin-free anti-fouling coat when ships enter dry dock for annual maintenance
When the Evergreen fleet enters dry dock for annual repairs, new tin-free anti-fouling
coating is used for the sustainable development of the marine ecology. Certificate of Antifouling System is also issued by the classification societies. This helps to keep the seas clean. A
total of 21 ships entered dry dock in 2014.
(2)Adoption of green lubricants and anti-corrosion aluminum plates
The U.S. Vessel General Permit (VGP) regulations that took effect in December, 2013,
requires green lubricants to be used at oil-water interfaces in U.S. waters to prevent pollution.
VGP also recommended that zinc plates be replaced with aluminum plates to reduce the
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ecological damage caused by ships. Evergreen's ocean-going fleet therefore switched the
stern tube sealing systems of 8 ships over to compatible green lubricants as part of the 2014
dry dock program. The underwater anti-corrosion zinc plates were also replaced by anticorrosion aluminum plates.
(3)Introduction of Ballast Water Management System (BWMS)
Ballast water is the most convenient way of ensuring the safety and stability of ships.
Evergreen Marine began actively studying the different types of BWMS available and their
installation in 2014. We plan to begin progressively installing BWMS on our 72 existing ships in
order to realize green sailing in 2016.

3.4.4 Reducing air pollution
(1)Upgrading the VIT device of marine diesel engines to reduce NOx emissions
Marine diesel engines can use Variable Injection Timing (VIT) devices and modification
of the fuel injection to reduce NOx emissions. Evergreen Marine completed the refitting of 4
R-type ships with electronic VIT devices in 2014.
(2)Low-sulfur fuel tank modification to reduce SOx emissions
SOx consists of SO2 and SO3 They come mainly from combustion exhaust and dissolve
in water to become sulfurous acid and sulfuric acid, the cause of acid rain. IMO regulations
require ships in North America and northern Europe to use fuel that produces no more than
0.1% sulfur emissions in 2015. (The sulfur content of fuel oil now in use is 4.5%.) The Evergreen
fleet had refitted 73 ships with low-sulfur fuel oil tanks by 2014 to facilitate the storage and
use of low-sulfur fuel oil with a sulfur content of 0.1%.
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3.5 International Greenhouse Effect Research Projects
Pacific Greenhouse Gases Measurement (PGGM)
Taiwan launched the Pacific Greenhouse Gases Measurement (PGGM) Project in 2008.
The project headed by the National Central University is supported by a number of units and
is aimed at building the world's largest aerial and marine GHG observation platform. Between
2009 and 2018, the Evergreen Group will provide marine observation platforms for 10 years
to assist with the collection of observation data from the air-sea boundary layer below the
height of 100 meters. By the end of 2014, the data collection effort has been under way for
5 years and 6 months. A total of 9 ocean-going ships have been provided to support the
observation program and helped collect data on CO2 concentrations in the air-sea boundary
layer over 245 voyages.
The L-type and S-type fleets assigned by Evergreen Marine to carrying out this program
in 2014 are all from the latest-generation of eco-ships. We are therefore the first shipping

Pacific Greenhouse Gases Measurement project - 1
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Pacific Greenhouse Gases Measurement project - 2

company in the world to assist with the collection of air samples from the air-sea boundary
layer.
In 2014, CO2 observations were successfully completed on 47 voyages. The map below
shows the scope of observation missions in 2014. The scheduled routes of 9 Evergreen
container ships in 2014 encompassed the North Pacific, Northwest Atlantic, Northwest
Equatorial Pacific, Indian Ocean, Persian Gulf, Red Sea, Mediterranean Sea and Northwest
Atlantic. Starting in the summer of 2014, adjustments to Evergreen Marine shipping routes
meant that the research team began moving their observation equipment from D-type
container ships to the S-type container ship in order to continue with their international CO2
GHG observation efforts.
In the future, the CO2 observation data from the container ships in Europe can be made
available to EU countries to study CO2 concentration trends in Europe, calibrate climate
models for Europe, and for other research related to the carbon cycle. This will expand the
environmental contribution to EU countries as well.

Pacific Greenhouse Gases Measurement project - 3

Pacific Greenhouse Gases Measurement project - 4
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4. Environmental Protection and
Labor Safety
4.1 Environmental Safety and Health Management System
4.1.1 Policy and Targets
Evergreen Marine is a global sea container transportation company. Our international
transportation business has developed a working global container transportation system
as well as a professional sailing safety, quality and environmental protection management
system to look after our ships and personnel. We embrace a business philosophy of
challenges, innovation and teamwork to create a quality occupational safety and health
culture. We are committed to workplace safety and prevention of occupational disasters to
protect the health and safety of our employees.
Our commitment:
Emphasis on safety discipline, respect for life, enforce total participation and
commitment to continuous improvement.

4.1.2 Safety and Health Committee
Our Company has established a "Safety and Health Management Unit" responsible
for drafting, planning, supervising and promoting safety and health management-related
matters, as well as their implementation by the relevant units. A separate "Safety and Health
Committee" was also formed with the President serving as the chairperson. The 9 labor
representatives account for 52% of the total committee of 17. The Committee meets every
three months to review, coordination and make recommendations on safety and healthrelated matters, as well as discuss issues related to occupational safety and health. These
issues include amendments to the occupational safety policy, training of the internal
firefighting team, and planning on safety and health training.
Committee discussions have always been successful in
reaching a consensus as well as effective implementation. On
September 25, 2014, the Committee approved to refer the
obsolete "Safety and Health Work Rules" to the Labor Safety
and Health Management Office for updating in conjunction
with the labor representatives. The updated rules were
submitted to the inspection bodies for reference before
implementation.

4.1.3 Certification
Our Company's occupational safety and health management system has passed
CNS-15506 and OHSAS 18001 certification. In accordance with the "P-D-C-A" principle of
continuous improvements, regular internal audits, management reviews and audits by
certification bodies are employed to ensure the continued suitability, applicability and
effectiveness of the occupational safety and health management system.

External audit

Management review committee

4.2 Safety at Work
Our Company defines and enforces strict environmental management procedures to
ensure a safe office environment.
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4.2.1 Firefighting

4.2.2 Analysis of accident injury statistics

To ensure the effectiveness of firefighting training all employees must take part in the
evacuation drills. Evergreen Marine hosts regular fire evacuation drills involving personnel
on all floors. The drills include the operation of fire extinguishers, fire extinguishing tips,
evacuation routes, meeting points and locations, as well as tracking of personnel after
evacuation. The related records are compiled by the Occupational Safety and Health
Management office and submitted to the city fire authorities for reference.

(1) Our Company's accident injury statistics from the last three years are as follow:
Year
Item
Total person-work Hours
Total number of accidents
Total number accident deaths
Number of disabling injuries
Number of lost workdays
Disabling Frequency Rate (FR)
Disabling Severity Rate (SR)

2012
2,563,502
5
1
5
6,179
1.95
2,410

2013
2,715,371
3
0
3
251
1.10
92

2014
3,043,181
5
0
5
327
1.64
107

Note:
．Employee traffic accidents when commuting to and from work are not included in the statistical analysis.
．Disabling Frequency Rate (FR): The number of disabling injuries for every 1 million work hours. FR = (Number
of disabling injuries * 1,000,000)/ Total person-work hours
．Disabling Severity Rate (SR): The number of lost work days due to disabling injury for every 1 million work
hours. SR = (Number of lost workdays * 1,000,000)/ Total person-work hours
Fire drill

Fire drill

4.2.3 Security Management in the Evergreen Marine Fleet
(1) Firefighting teams
Seven sections have been designated as part of the firefighting response: command
section, first-aid section, media section, communications section, safety section, firefighting
section and evacuation guidance section. The division of labor and comprehensive training
are aimed at ensuring the effectiveness of the firefighting plan.
(2) Firefighting equipment
Use of the firefighting equipment maintained by the Company such as fire extinguishers
and indoor fire hydrants.
(3) Frequency of fire drills
Under Article 15 Paragraph 5 of the Enforcement Rules of Fire Prevention Act and the
National Fire Agency rules from the "Fire Prevention Management Reporting and Approval
Process", buildings over 11 stories in height must conduct an internal fire drill every 6 months.

●

●

●
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A Safety Management Policy, Safety Quality and Environmental Management Manual
(SQE Manual), Ship Security Plan have been drawn up in accordance with the four
major international conventions of the sea to serve as the guiding principles for fleet
safety, security operations, education and training. These are aimed at effectively
maintaining the security and safety of personnel, ships and cargo, to prevent direct or
indirect pollution due to maritime accidents, or environmental pollution due to noncompliance or improper operation by crewmembers.
All crews regardless of their rating must take part in the standard training, specialist
training and pre-service workshop at the Evergreen Seafarer Training Center before
they board a ship. The professional skills, risk assessments, regulatory updates and case
studies taught by professional instructors ensure that sea-going personnel understands
the safety management system and related conventions. This enhances the safety
culture of the fleet.
The fleet is not only required to conduct regular exercises of different types in accordance
with international conventions, it must also conduct real-time two-way simulated
exercises with the Company under the guidance of the SQE Manual. Two-way simulation
exercises were conducted a total of 65 times in 2014. These involved 11 types of marine
accident scenarios including flooding, engine failure, generator failure, rudder failure, hull
breach, grounding, fire and explosion, stranding and assistance, collision, man-over-board
and rescue, and crew injury/death. Real-time ship-to-shore communications were used
to simulate the handling of marine accidents, damage control, strengthen teamwork,
evidence gathering and preparing of marine reports. This in turn enhanced the security
awareness and emergency response skills of crewmembers.
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4.3 Environmental Protection

Gases Emission Coefficient Management Table" is then used with the Global Warming
Potential (GWP) of the different GHG types published by the IPCC. The results were then
converted into CO2e with a unit of kg/year.

4.3.1 Energy consumption
(1) Energy consumption statistics
Our Company's terrestrial energy consumption statistics for the past three years are
shown below:
Item
Annual diesel consumption
Annual gasoline consumption
Annual electricity consumption
Annual tap water consumption

2012
847,500 L
31,766 L
41,144,140 kWh
46,340 KL

2013
1,290,000 L
45,584 L
42,546,004 kWh
44,941 KL

2014
1,725,000 L
46,312 L
44,734,505 kWh
62,252 KL

(2) GHG emission statistics
Our Company's terrestrial GHG emissions statistics for the past three years are shown
below: (Unit: KG)
Year
Item
Diesel
Gasoline
Electricity

●

●

●

●

●
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GWP was based on the GHG emissions stated in the 2nd IPCC report (1995).

4.3.2 Energy saving and carbon reduction

Year

AC consumption (Kg)

●

R22 refrigerant
R134A refrigerant
R404A refrigerant

2012
2,616,585.57
71,889.64
21,477,241.08
25,303.8
32,643.00
42,640.80

2013
3,400,626.73
103,161.15
22,209,014.09
9,122.4
36,387.00
45,868.20

2014
4,523,839.00
104,808.70
23,351,412.00
923.1
46,332.00
11,736.00

GHG emissions were calculated using emission coefficients. Activity data x emission
coefficients x Global Warming Potential (GWP) = CO2 equivalent.
Gasoline and diesel calculations used the "Gasoline and Diesel" coefficients from
the "Environmental Protection Administration Greenhouse Gas Emission Coefficient
Management Table". These were 2.263 kg/L and 2.606 kg/L respectively.
Our electricity is purchased from Taiwan Power. According to the electricity emission
coefficient published by the MOEA Energy Bureau, if the coefficients for the year had
not been published before verification then the latest published values shall be used.
The electricity coefficient of 0.522 kg/kWh announced in 2013 was therefore used here.
Due to the difficulty in calculating the amount of refrigerant purchased or replenished
by contractors, the refrigerant capacity indicated by the nameplates on each piece of
equipment was used for the calculations. The emission coefficients used the emission
factor of 0.3 (%) under "5. Use of solvents, aerosols and refrigerants" for fugitive emission
sources in the "EPA Greenhouse Gases Emission Coefficient Management Table" published
by the EPA.
The value calculated using the emission coefficient selected from the "EPA Greenhouse

Evergreen Marine supports the energy saving and carbon reduction policy issued by the
government as a response to the global oil shortage, to reduce the discharge of CO2 to slow
global warming, to support the Kaohsiung Green Port and to reduce environment protectionrelated costs.
(1) Generator starting method
The Kaohsiung container terminal uses electricity supplied by the city grid instead of the
engine to start the generator to reduce air pollution and costs associated with the burning of
diesel. The use of grid power instead of the engine also helped reduce energy consumption.
In 2009, when the container terminal had not yet grid power instead of the engine to start the
generator, around 2,474,188 L of diesel was consumed per year. After the use of grid power to
start the generator was introduced in 2010, annual fuel consumption dropped to 703,997 L,
representing 1,770,191 L of diesel savings each year.
Due to the differences in the number of vehicles, machines and refrigerated containers
in service, the diesel consumption figures provided does not effectively reflect the diesel
savings. The table below shows the annual diesel consumption of Kaohsiung container
terminal: (Unit: L)
(2) Reducing product and service energy requirements
Year

Container Terminal 4

2012
2013
2014

Exploit the mobility of the grid power cart

562,500
930,000
1,395,000

Container Terminal 5
285,000
360,000
330,000

Total
847,500
1,290,000
1,725,000

Use pulleys and rails to convert the grid Use diesel engines for propulsion
power cart
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4.3.3 Wastewater treatment
Use of energy-saving In 2014, the Kaohsiung container terminal upgraded the lighting on
lighting
cranes with 70 LED lights (56 on new vehicles, 14 on old vehicles). Further
upgrades will take place with 940W and 400W sodium lamps replaced by
300W, 450W, 150W and 37W LED lights.
Total number of
container terminal
lighting fixtures

1486 940W and 400W lamps are used by the container terminal's internal
lighting and work vehicle lighting.

Annual wastewater discharge:
The main source of wastewater treatment by the wastewater (sewage) treatment
plant is run-off from container cleaning. A total of 50 cubic meters per day (CMD) has been
applied for (Terminals 4 and 5). Our Company has now installed a container cleaning area
and wastewater treatment equipment at Kaohsiung container terminal 4. We plan to receive
discharge permits from environmental protection units in 2015. The container cleaning area
and wastewater treatment equipment for terminal 5 is still being installed and actual annual
discharge volumes are not yet available.

4.3.4 Workplace safety
Workplace environmental monitoring (CO 2 concentration) is carried out at the
Evergreen Marine Building at Nankang and Kaohsiung Container Terminal in accordance
with the Enforcement Rules of Labor Working Environment Monitoring every 6 months. The
results of the testing organization found that the CO2 concentrations at each building were
all far lower than the statutory limit (5,000 ppm).

Energy-saving LED lighting fixture

Standard sodium lighting on vehicles

Standard sodium lighting used for container terminal

Condenser
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5. Employee Care

By Age

By Gender
17％

Over 60 years 103

30-39 years 497

As of December 31, 2014, Evergreen Marine employed a total of 1,517 people. Shore
services employed 1,179 people and all are R.O.C. nationals. They are mainly involved with ship
owner-related departments and the operations of the Kaohsiung Container Terminal. Shipping
agents and personnel stationed overseas were not counted. Average age was 41. 338 people
were assigned to sea duty, with 268 seafarers being R.O.C. nationals and 70 seafarers being
foreign nationals (including Chinese).
All Evergreen Marine employees are official employees protected by the Labor Standards Act.

20-29 years 264

Age
Distribution

Education

Job Type

Total

Person

Over 60
50 - 59 years
40 - 49 years
30 - 39 years
20 - 29 years
MA
University
Technical College
High School (Vocational)
Below Junior High School
High-level manager
Mid-level manager
Entry-level manager
Non-management
-

Male

Female

102
185
389
364
200
118
691
247
153
31
69
112
270
789
1240

1
14
65
133
64
27
193
49
8
0
3
12
42
220
277

Sub-total
103
199
454
497
264
145
884
296
161
31
72
124
312
1009
1517

Proportion
6.8%
13.1%
29.9%
32.8%
17.4%
9.6%
58.3%
19.5%
10.6%
2.0%
4.7%
8.2%
20.6%
66.5%
100.00%

900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
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Men on

911

873

855

shore duty
Women on
shore duty
Men on sea
duty
Women on
sea duty

4

2012

268 329

240 281

217 213

5

2013

Female277

33％

30％

By Education

82％

By Competency

2.04％ 9.56％

22.28％

13.25％

Sales 201

MA145
University 884

10.61％

Specialist 311

High School
(Vocational) 161

20.50％

Management 342

Technical College 296

Technician 325

19.51％
58.27％

Sea duty 338

21.42％
22.54％

Below Junior High School 31

Number of new employees on shore and sea duty, 2012 - 2014
People 140

120
100
80
60
40
20
0

133

Total for men
Total for women

98
51
13

13

12

2012

2013

2014

5.1.2 Ban on child labor

Total number of employees assigned to shore and sea duty, 2012 - 2014
People 1000

18％

Male1240

40-49 years 454

5.1.1 Employee composition

Type

13％

50-59 years 199

5.1 Employee Composition and Rights

Employee

7％

The R.O.C. "Labor Standards Act" prohibits employers from hiring children under the age
of 15. Those between the age of 15 and 16 are also referred to as child workers. Evergreen
Marine adheres strictly to the relevant laws and has never taken on child workers. The
management rules also specifically ban the hiring of anyone under the age of 15. All of our
shore duty personnel are now at least 20 years old. If a child worker under the age of 16 is
discovered after being hired then their legal guardian is notified to visit the Company offices,
complete the resignation procedure and collect their ward. Our Company's crew recruitment
guidelines also follow the Seafarer Act in requiring applicants to be over the age of 16.

9

2014
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5.1.3 Human rights and compliance
Our Company is a leader in the global container transportation industry so we take
our social responsibility particularly seriously. In accordance with the "Universal Declaration
of Human Rights" and the core labor standards of the "International Labor Organization
Convention", our Company is committed to upholding our policies on anti-corruption/
anti-bribery, anti-discrimination, environmental protection and fair competition. We also
believe in stakeholders communications and have never tried to obstruct or interfere with
our employees' freedom of association. There were no incidents of discrimination, forced or
compulsory labor, or any violation of indigenous rights in 2014.
Our management policy and procedures have always banned the use of child
labor, sought to eliminate discrimination in employment and hiring, enforced equality
in compensation, training, evaluation and promotions, and convened regular employeremployee meetings for full communication; an occupational safety and health unit has been
set up and now conducts risk assessments on health, safety, quality and the environment in
accordance with the HSQE management system to protect occupational health and safety.

5.1.4 Gender Equality Act and preventing sexual harassment
To protect gender equality in the workplace and the right to dignified work so that
employees are free from sexual harassment and discrimination, Evergreen Marine defined the
"Regulations governing the prevention of sexual harassment in the workplace, complaints and
disciplinary action" in September 2012. Explicit complaint channels are defined along with ad
hoc promotion of ways to maintain harmony, respect and acceptance between genders in
the workplace. For confirmed cases of sexual harassment, our Company will take disciplinary
action or other measures against the target of the complaint based on the severity of the
offense. Our Company received no complaints of sexual harassment in the workplace in 2014.
In accordance with the rules of the "Gender Equality in Employment Act", our Company
does not discriminate against employees on the basis of their gender. Employees are also
assigned to suitable positions based on their personal specialties and performance. We
currently employ a total of 268 female workers on shore-duty. They account for 22.7% of
all shore-duty personnel. There are 48 female managers and their proportion of the overall
workforce is continuing to increase every year.

Philippines, Vietnam, Indonesia, Myanmar or Panama, or is a follower of Buddhism, Taoism,
Confucianism, Catholicism and Christianity, our sea duty employees all embrace the principle
that everyone is on the same boat so they should respect and accept each other's religious
beliefs and culinary traditions. This ensures a harmonious working environment while they are
aboard the ship.

5.1.6 Applications for parental leave in 2014
Applications for parental leave in 2014
Number of people eligible for unpaid parental leave during the
year
Number of people who applied for unpaid parental leave
during the year
Number of people on unpaid parental leave expected to return
to work during the year
Number of people who returned from unpaid parental leave
during the year
Number of people who have stayed for more than a year after
returning from unpaid parental leave in the previous year
Number of people who returned from unpaid parental leave in
the previous year
Unpaid parental leave application rate (%)
Unpaid parental leave return to duty rate (%)
Unpaid parental leave retention rate (%)

Total

70

30

100

1

4

5

2

10

12

1

9

10

2

4

6

2

4

6

1.43%
50.00%
100.00%

13.33%
90.00%
100.00%

5.00%
83.33%
100.00%

5.2 Employee Welfare
5.2.1 Types of benefits
1. Leave
2. Special leave
3. Pension system
4. Insurance

5.1.5 Racial, religious and gender discrimination in the workplace
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Female

Note: The above table only shows shore-duty personnel. Sea-duty personnel are not
counted as they are employed on a contractual basis.

5. Food

The Evergreen fleet began employing female Level A seafarers who are R.O.C. nationals
in 1999. They are now distributed among ships on different routes and in shore offices.
After gaining practical experience in a working environment with different nationalities
and accumulating sufficient sea experience, they may apply for ground or sea rotations,
take on a shore-side management position, and choose to work in Taiwan or be stationed
overseas. Onboard our ships, regardless of whether a crewmember is from Taiwan, China, the

Male

6. Health

7. Recreation

8. Education and Training

2-day weekend.
Employees must complete one year of service to be eligible for special
leave. The number of days increases with seniority.
In accordance with the Labor Pension Act.
Labor insurance, National Health Insurance, group accident insurance,
medical and hospital coverage for employees traveling overseas on
business, discounted rates on group fixed-term life insurance.
The employee cafeteria provides free, nutritious and hygienic lunches
as well as value-added shift meals.
Clinic staffed by professional physician to provide medical advice and
general medical treatment. Free regular health examinations are also
provided.
Employees receive discounts on domestic routes when flying with Uni
Air. They also receive discounts on Evergreen Group hotels in Taiwan
and overseas.
Regular and ad hoc education and training, professional seminars and
symposiums are organized around the year. Foreign language training
allowance is also available.
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9. Performance Bonus
10. Allowances
11. Clothing
12. Clubs

Annual bonus, dividends (for listed companies).
Wedding/funeral allowance, wedding gift, funeral consolation money,
injury/sickness consolation money, emergency assistance fund,
relocation allowance, hardship allowance.
Discounted laundry service provided by EGAS.
Basketball, tennis, softball, badminton, table tennis, swimming, Tai Chi,
yoga, mountain-climbing, golf and Latin aerobics clubs.

have worked for the Company between 1 ~ 3 years are given 20 days notice; those who have
worked for the Company for more than 3 years are given 30 days' notice. The Company also
uses mechanisms such as employer-employee meetings and information sessions to ensure
smooth communication between both parties and harmonious employer-employee relations.
All employees are officially employed by the Company. Key positions are also held by
recruited regular employees. Apart from 5 contract employees (including 1 women), all the
rest are regular employees (99.7%).

5.3 Employer-Employee Relations
5.3.1 Employee communications

5.4 Education and Training

We attach great importance to our employee communications. Channels such as
monthly department meetings, the Company's NOTES operating system, employee training,
crew seminars, and the "Stakeholders Section - Employee Section" on our corporate website
are used to establish a mechanism for more effective regular or two-way communication
with employees. Executives also use directions issued at monthly business meetings and
motivational speeches to communicate the Company's business environment, performance
changes and business direction to employees of all levels.
In addition, we host employer-employee meetings in accordance with the Regulations
for Implementing Labor-management Meeting. The meeting is held at least once every 3
months and a total of 4 employer-employee meetings were convened in 2014. Important
resolutions included the extension of working hours, agreement on nighttime work for
women, labor attendance principles during natural disasters, day/night shift work regulations
and the 2015 employee attendance calendar.

Dr. Y.F. Chang, the founder of the Evergreen Group, emphasized that "A company's most
valuable asset is its people."
At the Lloyd's List Asia Awards 2014 held by the Lloyd's Group, the leading global
authority on shipping, on October 30, 2014, Evergreen was presented with the "Training
Award" of the year. The honor recognized Evergreen's contributions to safety. We have always
striven to provide personnel on sea and shore duty with professional competency training
that enable the delivery of quality shipping services and ensure operational safety.
We not only provide employees with solid, professional training courses but also enforce
a rotation system to cultivate the professional competencies and international horizons of our
employees. This helps to boost business performance.
Evergreen also pioneered the "Sea-Shore Rotation" system to provide sea-duty personnel
with the opportunity to work on shore. The professional knowledge of exceptional sea-duty
personnel are leveraged to ensure that the shipping schedules, allocations, terminal loading/

5.3.2 Employee complaints
To maintain employer-employee harmony and protect employee rights, our Company
has defined the "Employee Compliant Handling Rules" to set down channels by which
employees can submit an appeal when their rights are affected at work, when they are
subjected to unfair treatment, or to report illegal activity by other employees. An independent
whistle blower mailbox (comment@evergreen-marine.com) has also been established for the
use of employees or external personnel. The whistleblower mailbox is processed by dedicated
personnel. The identity and the complaint of the whistleblower are all treated in strict
confidence to protect them against retaliation. In 2014, our Company registered no formal
complaints on labor practices, human rights or impact on society.

5.3.3 Employee labor rights
Our Company adheres to the regulations of the Labor Standards Act to protect the
worker rights. In the event of a contract being cancelled due to major operational changes
advance notice is given in accordance with the following conditions: Those who have
worked for the Company between months to 1 year are given 10 days' notice; those who
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unloading and ship maintenance tasks handled by shore duty personnel takes into the
operating requirements of sea-duty. This helps to improve the overall efficiency of the service
chain.

5.4.1 Merit-based advancement
Evergreen's innovative hiring policy means we have continued to hire exceptional female
mates and providing them with a quality working environment. In 2005, we cultivated our first
female first officer, and she has since received her master's license.
As of December, 2014, Evergreen Marine employed a total of 150 Level A seamen from
Taiwan. Nine were women and accounted for 6% of Taiwanese Level A seamen. They included
1 first officer, 1 second engineer, 3 third officer, and 2 junior officers. The number of female
crewmembers in the Group have increased from 41 in 2012 to 62 in 2014. The number of
female crew has increased by 51.2% over the past three years.
Sea-duty personnel wishing to stay on shore to learn about shipping management or
for personal reasons apply for a transfer to shore-duty under the "Sea-Shore Rotation System"
pioneered by Chairman Chang. In 2014, 78 men and 12 women applied for sea/shore rotation
under this system.
(1) Cross-department rotation and training
The Evergreen Group invests in a number of different fields. To enhance the required
professional skills, the Company invests heavily in comprehensive training. Cross-position,
cross-department, cross-company and trans-national training is implemented through
the rotation system to expand employees' horizons and equip them for future operational
requirements.
Rotation statistics by type, 2012 - 2014
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(2) Internationalized talent cultivation
The Evergreen service network spans 315 service locations in 114 countries. We have
more than 400 employees stationed overseas and the number of expatriates is continuing
to increase every year. In 2014, expatriates accounted for more than 30% of all shore-duty
personnel making us one of the most internationalized companies in terms of scope and
depth in Taiwan.
The opportunity offered by overseas assignments allows employees from headquarters
to learn more about the operations of overseas branches and agents. This facilitates effective
communication and cooperation between the two parties. Employees should also hone
their experience in managing people from different countries to expand their international
business horizons and mindset, and turn them into multi-skilled professionals.
To help expatriates learn about their assignments and responsibilities once they reach
their station, the Company provides training tailored to their work.
Number of expatriates and shore-duty personnel, 2012 - 2014
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5.4.2 Evergreen Seafarer Training Center
The "Evergreen Seafarer Training Center" established by Evergreen Marine in 1999 is
equipped with a 360-degree Projection Theater Bridge, Main Engine Quarter Scale Model and
other advanced equipment. The Center strives to improve the professional skills of seafarers
through its comprehensive equipment rigorous standards.
Due to new requirements on crew competency introduced by the 2010 Manila
amendment to the STCW Convention, the Center added the ECDIS electronic chart classroom
in 2011 and began offering new related courses including "ECDIS Electronic Chart Display
Information Systems Operation", "Leadership and Bridge/Engine-room Resource Management",
"Ship Security Awareness and Security Responsibilities". The new courses mentioned above
have received Class NK certification for marine education and training courses. They are also
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recognized by maritime authorities such as the Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore, the
Marshall Islands Maritime Administration, the Maritime and Coastguard Agency of U.K. and the
Marine Department of Hong Kong.
Our Center's hardware include the most advanced full-function ship simulator,
computer-assisted teaching classrooms, multimedia conference room, reading room,
standard classrooms, quarter scale diesel engine model, TERASAKI remote engineering control
system, NABCO engine control system, oily water separator, oil filter, air compressor, water
generator, turbo charger, freezer system, pumps of all types, electronic and electrical engineer
equipment, and shipboard medicine practice classrooms. Related training facilities include not
only physical machinery and certified simulator training equipment but also other teaching
aids and software tailored to the Evergreen fleet as part of the push for diversified education.
Instructors are all serving ship captains, chief engineers or veteran Level A seamen. The quality
of the instructors is second to none in Taiwan.
At Evergreen Marine, we continue to rotate new ship's officers/engineers whether they
are R.O.C. nationals or foreigners as well as experienced captains/chief engineers through
the "Evergreen Seafarer Training Center" in Nankang so they can learn about the latest sailing
knowledge and technologies, enhance their expertise in sailing and engineering, strengthen
the acceptance of the Company's system management, as well as boost crew loyalty and
identification with the Company. They are only formally assigned to a ship after they have
completed all of the training courses. Those who are assigned to a new ship type must also
undertake a specially designed training course and attend lectures before they are entrusted
with sailing the new ship.
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(1) Certification
DNV maritime training center and maritime simulator center certification
● Class NK maritime training center certification
● Marine and Coastguard Agency (U.K.) certified maritime training course - security
responsibility training
● Hong Kong Marine Department (MARDEP) certified maritime education and training
course
(2) The details are available from the Evergreen Seafarer Training Center:
http://www.evergreen-marine.com/tw/tbi1/jsp/TBI1_TrainingCenter.jsp
●
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6. Social Engagement
6.1 Charitable Activities
6.1.1 Promotion of marine culture
The mission of the Evergreen Maritime Museum is to preserve and disseminate the
history, art and science of ships. We hope that by awakening the general public's interest and
concern for marine culture we can inspire their spirit of exploration.
The Museum features artifacts collected or purchased at auctions around the world by
Evergreen Group Chairman Chang over the years. These include more than 4000 model ships,
marine paintings and navigational instruments. Through the learning through play displays,
we hope to become a bridge between the general public and marine society, arts and
technology. The Evergreen Maritime Museum has replicated and developed the museum's
collection into all kinds of quality merchandise. Revenues from the shops and admission all go
towards the charitable activities of the Foundation.

6.1.2 Publication of Morals .
Over 260,000 copies of the Morals magazine published in January, 2008, have now been
issued and it has enjoys a global readership. The publication is easy to understand awakens
the truth, beauty and goodness in human nature through 12 courses on morality.
In 2014, the Foundation continued to publish the Morals magazine for free to support
character education at more than 1700 schools and organizations throughout Taiwan. This
will gradually enlighten students through extended exposure. Monthly circulation is around
360,000 copies.

Supporting Minority Groups

6.2 Supporting Minority Groups
Evergreen Group employees often
quote one of the ideals espoused by Group
Chairman Chang: "People should build up
good karma and do good deeds in their life".
Group Chairman Chang has long followed
this philosophy in everything he does. He
believes that once an entrepreneur has
been successful in business, he should be
grateful for the money he made and should
Rescue operations at sea
not forget his roots. Instead, he should give
to charity when appropriate to give back to
society.
The Chang Yung-Fa Foundation was established in 1985. Over the last three decades,
Evergreen Marine and the Foundation have fulfilled their corporate social responsibility and
mission by engaging in all kinds of charity and cultural education activities. For emergency
assistance, there are eight contact offices around Taiwan that can provide emergency and
medical assistance, post-earthquake reconstruction, and study assistance for poor students.
These provide local and timely assistance and support.

Moral Monthly
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Editorial Principles
This report encompasses the period between January 1 and December 31, 2014. It
is the first complete report to be issued by Evergreen Marine Corp. and its contents
include disclosure on corporate governance and sustainability indicators in the
economic, society and environment aspects. The 2013 report has already been
published in December, 2014.
To provide full disclosure on the CSR accomplishments of Evergreen Marine and to
present the results of stakeholders communications in their entirety,
● The

"Core" option of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Version 4.0, and
● ISAE 3000 assurance principle
were adopted as the editorial framework of the report. These provide stakeholders with
a picture of our Company's strategies and activities in the economy, environment and
society aspects while also demonstrating to society our commitment to sustainable
development.
External Assurance
PwC has confirmed that the content of this report conforms to the "Core" GRI options
and the ISAE 3000 assurance standard.

The scope of disclosure in this report was mainly focused on Evergreen Marine
Taiwan. Ship management and overseas locations were however not included
within the scope of the report.
Publication Date and Cycle:
Our Company plans to publish this report every year. The next publication date
for the report will be in September, 2016.
Contact Details:
The PDF version of this report can be downloaded from the Evergreen Marine
website at http://www.evergreen-marine.com.
Please contact us if you have any questions or suggestions regarding this report.

Address: No. 163, Sec. 1, Hsin-Nan Rd., Luchu Dist., Taoyuan City, Taiwan
Telephone: Leu Lii-yi (03) 312-3241
Wang, Su-Chin (03) 312-3385
Fax: 03-3510940
Email：comments@shipmentlink.com

Report Compilation Principles and Summary
Evergreen Marine collects and analyzes important international economic,
environmental and social issues to assess the issues of concern to stakeholders. Our
Company's business strategy was used as a reference with the relevant departments
invited to discuss and screen through the materiality issues. The execution results of
these issues are presented in this report.
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Appendix
●

GRI 4.0 Indicator Comparison Table
General Standard Disclosures
Type

Strategy and
Analysis

Indicator

Identified
Material
Aspects and
Boundaries
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Corresponding
Chapter

Type

Indicator

Content

Corresponding
Chapter

G4-01

Provide a statement from the most senior
decision-maker of the organization on
sustainability and strategy

From the Chairman

G4-19

List all the material Aspects identified in the
process for defining report content.

Stakeholders
Communications

G4-02

Provide a description of key impacts, risks,
and opportunities.

Business Management
and Risk

G4-20

Report the Aspect Boundary within the
organization.

Stakeholders
Communications

G4-03

Report the name of the organization.

Company Profile

G4-21

Report the Aspect Boundary outside the
organization.

Stakeholders
Communications

G4-04

Report the primary brands, products, and
services.

Company Profile

G4-22

No restatement

G4-05

Report the location of the organization’s
headquarters.

Company Profile

Report the effect of any restatements of
information provided in previous reports, and the
reasons for such restatements.

G4-06

Report the number and names of countries
where the organization operates.

Company Profile

G4-23

Report significant changes from previous
reporting periods in the Scope and Aspect
Boundaries.

No significant change

G4-07

Report the nature of ownership and legal
form.

Corporate Governance
Structure

G4-24

Provide a list of stakeholders groups engaged by
the organization.

Stakeholders
Communications

G4-08

Report the markets served.

Company Profile

G4-25

Report the scale of the organization.

Company Profile/
Business Performance

Report the basis for identification and selection
of stakeholders with whom to engage.

Stakeholders
Communications

G4-26

Report the organization’s approach to
stakeholders engagement.

Stakeholders
Communications

G4-10

Report the total number of employees.

Company Profile/
Employee Composition
and Rights
Company Profile/
Employee Composition
and Rights

G4-27

Stakeholders
Communications

G4-11

Report the percentage of total employees
covered by collective bargaining
agreements.

Report key topics and concerns that have been
raised through stakeholders engagement, and
how the organization has responded to those key
topics and concerns.

G4-28

Reporting period

Editorial Principles

G4-12

Describe the organization’s supply chain.

Supply Chain
Management

G4-29

Date of most recent previous report

Editorial Principles

G4-30

Reporting cycle (such as annual, biennial)

Editorial Principles

G4-13

Report any significant changes during the
reporting period regarding the organization’s
size, structure, ownership, or its supply chain.

Corporate Governance
Structure

G4-31

Provide the contact point for questions regarding
the report or its contents.

Editorial Principles

G4-14

Report whether and how the precautionary
approach or principle is addressed by the
organization.

Business Management
and Risk

G4-32

Report the ‘in accordance’ option the organization
has chosen.

Editorial Principles

G4-33

Report the organization’s policy and current
practice with regard to seeking external
assurance for the report.

Editorial Principles

G4-09

Organizational
Profile

Content

General Standard Disclosures

G4-15

List externally developed economic,
environmental and social charters, principles,
or other initiatives to which the organization
subscribes or which it endorses.

Corporate Governance
Structure

G4-16

List memberships of associations (such
as industry associations) and national or
international advocacy organizations.

Corporate Governance
Structure

G4-17

List all entities included in the organization’s
consolidated financial statements or
equivalent documents.

Business Performance

G4-18

Explain the process for defining the report
content and the Aspect Boundaries.

Stakeholders
Communications

Identified
Material
Aspects and
Boundaries

Stakeholders
Engagement

Report Profile

DMA
Governance

G4-34

Corporate Governance
Report the governance structure of the
organization, including committees of the
highest governance body. Identify any
committees responsible for decision-making on
economic, environmental and social impacts.

Corporate Governance
Structure

DMA
Ethics and
Integrity

G4-56

Corporate Governance
Structure

Describe the organization’s values, principles,
standards and norms of behavior such as codes
of conduct and codes of ethics.

Corporate Governance
Structure
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General Standard Disclosures
Type

Indicator

Content

DMA
Economic
Performance

Market
Presence

Business Performance

G4-EC3

Coverage of the organization's defined benefit
plan obligations.

Employee Composition
and Rights

G4-EC4

Financial assistance received from
government

Business Performance

G4-EC5

Ratios of standard entry level wage by
gender compared to local minimum wage at
significant locations of operation

Employee Composition
and Rights

G4-EC7

Procurement
Practices

G4-EC9

Development and impact of infrastructure
investments and services supported

Business Management
and Risk

Proportion of spending on local suppliers at
significant locations of operation

Supply Chain
Management

Energy consumption within the organization
(Joule)

Ship Emissions
Management/
Environmental
Protection

Energy consumption outside of the
organization (Joule)

Environmental
Protection

Energy intensity

Ship Emissions
Management

G4-EN6

Reduction of energy consumption

Environmental
Protection

G4-EN7

Reductions in energy requirements of
products and services

Ship Emissions
Management/
Environmental
Protection

G4-EN8

Total water withdrawal by source

Environmental
Protection

G4-EN9

Water sources significantly affected by
withdrawal of water

Environmental
Protection

G4-EN11

Operational sites owned, leased, managed
in, or adjacent to, protected areas and areas
of high biodiversity value outside protected
areas

Ship Design and
Construction/ Ship
Emissions Management

Description of significant impacts of activities,
products, and services on biodiversity in
protected areas and areas of high biodiversity
value outside protected areas

Ship Design and
Construction/ Ship
Emissions Management

G4-EN4
G4-EN5

Water

Biodiversity
G4-EN12

Type

Indicator

Content

Emissions

G4-EN15

Direct greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
(Scope 1)

Ship Emissions
Management/
Environmental Protection

G4-EN16

Indirect greenhouse gas emissions (Scope 2)

Environmental Protection

G4-EN18

Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions intensity

Ship Emissions
Management

G4-EN19

Reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions

Ship Emissions
Management

G4-EN20

Emissions of ozone-depleting substances
(ODS)

Environmental Protection

G4-EN21

NOx, SOx and other significant air emissions

Ship Emissions
Management
Ship Emissions
Management/
Environmental Protection

DMA

Effluents and
Waste

Products and
Services
Supplier
Environmental
Assessment

G4-EN22

Total water discharge by quality and
destination

Ship Emissions
Management/
Environmental Protection

G4-EN23

Total weight of waste by type and disposal
method

Ship Emissions
Management/
Environmental Protection

G4-EN24

Total number and volume of serious spills.

There were no serious spills
(of chemicals, oil, fuel) in
2014

G4-EN26

Identity, size, protected status and biodiversity
value of water bodies and related habits
significantly affected by the organization's
discharges of and runoff.

Ship Design and
Construction/ Ship
Emissions Management

G4-EN27

Extent of impact mitigation of environmental
impacts of products and services

Ship Design and
Construction/ Ship
Emissions Management

DMA
G4-EN32

Supply Chain Management
Percentage of new suppliers that were
screened using environmental criteria

Supply Chain Management
Employee Composition
and Rights

DMA
Labor/
Management
Relations

Corresponding Chapter
Ship Emissions
Management/
Environmental Protection

DMA

Business Performance
Report the direct economic value generated
and distributed

G4-EN3
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Corresponding
Chapter

G4-EC1

Indirect
Economic
Impacts

Energy

General Standard Disclosures

G4-LA01

Total number and rates of new employee
hires and employee turnover by age group,
gender and region

Employee Composition
and Rights

G4-LA02

Benefits provided only to full-time employees
by significant locations of operation

Employee Welfare

G4-LA03

Return to work and retention rates after
parental leave by gender

Employee Composition
and Rights
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General Standard Disclosures
Type
EmployerEmployee
Relations

Indicator
G4-LA04

Content

Corresponding
Chapter

Type

Minimum notice periods regarding
operational changes, including whether these
are specified in collection agreements

Employee Labor Rights

Labor Practices
Grievance
Mechanisms

Environmental
Protection and Labor
Safety

DMA
Percentage of total workforce represented
in formal joint management-worker health
and safety commissions that help monitor
and advise on occupational health and safety
program.

Environmental
Safety and Health
Management System

G4-LA06

Type of injury and rates of injury, occupational
diseases, lost days, and absenteeism, and total
number of work-related fatalities, by region
and by gender

Safety at Work

G4-LA07

Workers with high incidence or high risk of
diseases related to their occupation

Safety at Work

Health and safety topics covered in formal
agreements with trade unions

Environmental
Safety and Health
Management System

G4-LA05
Occupational
Health and
Safety

G4-LA08
DMA

Training and
Education

Diversity
and Equal
Opportunity
Equal
Remuneration
for Women and
Men
Supplier
Assessment for
Labor Practices
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General Standard Disclosures

Nondiscrimination
Freedom of
Association
and Collective
Bargaining

Child Labor

G4-LA09

Education and Training

G4-LA10

Programs for skills management and lifelong
learning that support the continued
them in managing career endings.

Education and Training

Indigenous
Rights

G4-LA11

Percentage of employees receiving regular
performance and career development reviews,
by gender and by employee category

Education and Training

Forced or
Compulsory
Labor

Composition of governance bodies and
breakdown of employees per employee
according to gender, age group, minority
group membership, and other indicators of
diversity

Employee Composition
and Rights

Ratios of basic salary and remuneration of
women to men by employee category by
significant locations of operation

Employee Composition
and Rights

G4-LA13

Supply Chain
Management

DMA
G4-LA14

Percentage of new suppliers that were
screened using the labor practices criteria

Supply Chain
Management

Corresponding
Chapter

Number of grievances about labor practices
filed, addressed and resolved within one week.

Employer-Employee
Relations

G4-HR01

Total number and percentage of significant
investment agreement and contracts
that include human rights clauses or that
underwent human rights screening

Employee Composition
and Rights

G4-HR02

Total number of incidents of discrimination
and corrective action

Employee Composition
and Rights

G4-HR03

Total number of incidents of discrimination
and corrective actions taken

Employee Composition
and Rights

G4-HR04

Operations and suppliers identified in which
the right to exercise freedom of association
and collective bargaining may be violated at
violated at significant risk, and measures taken
to support these heights.

Employee Composition
and Rights

G4-HR05

Operations and suppliers identified as having
significant risk for incidents of child labor, and
measures taken to contribute to the effective
abolition of child labor.

Supply Chain
Management/
Employee Composition
and Rights

G4-HR06

Operations and suppliers identified as having
significant risk for incidents of forced or
compulsory labor, and measures to contribute
to the elimination of all forms of forced or
compulsory force.

Supply Chain
Management/
Employee Composition
and Rights

G4-HR08

Total number of incidents of violations
involving rights of indigenous people

Employee Composition
and Rights

Education and Training
Average hours of training per year per
employee by gender, and by employee
category

Content

G4-LA16

Investment

Forced or
Compulsory
Labor

G4-LA12

Indicator

Supply Chain
Management

DMA
G4-HR10

Percentage of suppliers that were screened
using human rights criteria

Supply Chain
Management

Human Rights
Grievance
Mechanism

G4-HR12

Number of grievances about human rights
impacts filed, addressed and resolved through
formal grievance mechanisms.

Employer-Employee
Relations

Public Policy

G4-SO06

Total value of political contributions by
country and recipient/beneficiary

No political
contributions

AntiCompetitive
Behavior

Compliance

Corporate Governance
Structure

DMA
G4-SO07

Total number of legal actions for anticompetitive behavior, anti-trust, and
monopoly practices and their outcomes

Corporate Governance
Structure

G4-SO08

Monetary values of significant fines and total
number of non-monetary sanctions for noncompliance with laws and regulations

No fines or sanctions
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General Standard Disclosures
Type
Supplier
Assessment
for Impacts on
Society

DMA

Product
and Service
Labeling

DMA

Customer
Privacy

Compliance
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Indicator

G4-SO09

Content

Corresponding
Chapter
Supply Chain
Management

Percentage of new suppliers that were
screened using criteria for impacts on society

Supply Chain
Management
Customer Relations

G4-PR05

Results of surveys measuring customer
satisfaction

Customer Relations

G4-PR08

Total number of substantiated complaints
regarding breaches of customer privacy and
losses of customer data

Customer Relations

G4-PR09

Monetary value of significant fines for noncompliance with laws and regulations
concerning the provision and use of products
and services

No fines
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